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New Medicine 
Degree Offered· 
By Dr. Patrick Delaney, Jr. 
Dean of Lindenwood College for Men 
The Lindenwood Colleges and ~he St. 
Louis City Department of Health and 
Hospitals, in conjunction with Washing-
ton University's Medical Services at St. 
Louis City Hospital, have formulated a 
course of study leading to the Bachelor in 
Medicine degree to be awarded by the 
Linden wood Colleges. This program, the 
first of its kind in this country. is designed 
to prepare individuals equipped with the 
necessary skills to assist physicians with 
the delivery of primary medical care and 
to complement these skills with those of 
health educators. Prograll) graduates will 
serve where there is a shortage of deliver· 
ers of primary medical care and where 
there is a need for health education 
specialists. The curriculum integrates the 
liberal arts with medical education 
throughout the years of preparation. 
Degree Requirements 
The first two years of the five-year pro-
gram will focus primarily on Humanities, 
Social Sciences and basic Natural Science 
courses. However, the student will also be 
introduced to clinical medicine during 
- this t-ime.....During_tknext two y_ears stu-
dents will focus primarily on medical 
courses and clinical practice taught by 
Lindenwood Adjunct professors who are 
at the same time regular Washington 
University School of Medicine faculty 
members. During this later two-year pe· 
riod students will also continue their 
liberal arts studies. A distincti•ve set of 
inter-disciplinary seminars, both required 
and optional, will span the first four years. 
The fifth year will consist of a required 
internship in a community health facility . 
Students receiving the Bachelor in 
Medicine degree will be able to function 
effectively in the delivery of primary med· 
ical care under the supervision of a phys-
ician. The Health Associates will assist 
physicians in evaluating the health of a 
patient and in managing medical regimen, 
and in coordinating community health 
services. Health Associates will also have 
complementary skills as health educators ; 
they will be able to function effectively as 
patient and community health educators. 
Admissions Procedures 
Students must meet ~:11 requirements 
for general admission to The Lindenwood 
Colleges. Applicants to this program will 
be screened by a special admissions com -
mittee composed of medical doctors and 
professors in non-medical fields to eval-
uate those aptitudes, expectations and 
skills believed to be required for success in 
· the program and for a career as a Health 
Associate. 
The Lindenwood Bachelor in Medicine 
program is to be reviewed by the Ameri· 
can Medical Association Council on 
Medical Education (Joint Review Com-
mittee on Educational Programs for Phys· 
idan 's Assist_ants) during the Spring of 
1977. At that time preliminary accredi-
tation by AMA can be given even though 
the program will not officially commence 
until September 1977. The AMA can 
give final accreditation for the Bachelor's 
in Medicine program only after there are 
graduates from the program: 
Alumni News 
Three presidents relax after the Founders Day Convocafion. President Emeritus, Dr. Franc l. McCluer, President 
William C. Spencer and President Marjorie Bell Chambers of Colorado Women's College. 
Founders Day Celebrates 149th Year 
Lindenwood, in anticipation of the Col· 
lege 's sesquicentennial in 1977, cele-
brated Founders Day on October 15 for 
the first time in many years. 
"We've Come a Long Way and We're 
Not Going Back," was the topic of Dr. 
Marjorie Bell Chambers' address to a 
large audience of alumni, faculty; ad-
ministration, students, AAUW mem-
bers, and friends of the Co Hege. Dr. 
Chambers, President of Colorado Wom-
ens College, National President of the 
American Association of University 
Women, and an historian, included Mary 
Easton Sibley in the group of American 
women who have demonstrated the ability 
to ''light their own fires - who by their 
determination, by their commitment to 
excellence, and by their compassion for 
others, have shown their equality with 
men.'' 
In his welcome, President William C. 
Spencer said: "It is significant that Lin-
denwood's founding , 149 years .ago, 
sprang from the determination of a very 
spirited and forward-looking young· 
woman - Mary Easton Sibley.'' Helping 
persons who had little opportunity for ed-
ucation was her objective in starting "the , 
first college for women west of the Missis· 
sippi." · 
"Today we are pioneering in educa· 
tional programs for working adults in the 
same spirit that Lindenwood pioneered in 
the education of young women 149 years 
ago,'' continued· Dr. Spencer. 
Mr. Charles Boswell, Lindenwood Eve-
ning College, Graduate Student; Ms. 
Carolyn Kimmel, LG. 4, Graduate Stu-
dent; Mrs. Thomas Hall, Member of the· 
Board of Directors and Mr. Robert Hy· 
land, Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
Mr. Hyland in the epilogue made the 
following remarks : "I really wanted to be 
here because I hasten to tell you some 
good news. As I told the Board of Direc-
tors this afternoon, I have never in my life 
seen such a spectacular ''turnaround'' in 
business as I have seen at Lindenwood in 
the past two years, and this credit should 
go to our great new President, Dr. Bill 
Spencer and the entire faculty and staff of 
The Lindenwood Colleges." 
Mr. Hyland concluded: "We've Come 
a Long Way" is a great slogan. I like slo· 
gans and certainly I would like to apply a 
slogan this afternoon to this great school 
and this great day (with apologies to the 
English Department) - "Yciu Ain't / 
Seen Nothing Yet:'' 
Following a reception at ,the home of 
President and Mrs. Spencer, a festive din-
ner with music, candles, yellow and white 
centerpieces, served in the Mary Carty 
Reading Room of the Library, was en-
joyed by 120 guests. 
Other speakers on the program were 
Mrs. Florence Null, Class of 1905; Dr. 
Doris Crozier ; Dean of Lindenwood Col· 
lege for Women; Ms. Kim Dregallo, Stu-
dent President for Women; Mr. Frank Wreath-laying at the Sibley Cemetery -an old tradition at Lindenwood 
Bacon, Student Representative for Men; 
.,_, 
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Faculty Appointments ____ _ 
Three new members have been ap-
pointed in the Department of Education. 
Dr. John S. Burd, Chairman of the De-
partment and Director of the Master of 
Education programs, is also in charge of 
teacher certification. Dr. Burd previously 
served as Chairman of the Education De-
partment at Greenville College in Illinois. 
He received a Bachelor's degree in Music 
Education at Greenville and a Master's 
degree in Sacred Music at Butler Univer-
sity; his Ph.D. is in Instructional Theory 
from Indiana State University. 
Dr. Burd said he came to Lindenwood 
because he was "enticed by the willing-
ness of the college to work toward produc-
ing an inservice educational progra{ll.'' 
Dr. Arisman believes her broad work 
experience in different kinds of schools 
ranging from rural to suburban to inner 
city will assist her in the training of teach-
ers at Lindenwood. 
Dr. Donna Jo Vandagrifft, Assistant 
Professor of Education, received a Bache-
lor of Music Education degree and a Mas-
ter of Science in Education degree from 
Indiana University. After several years of 
teaching in elementary schools in both 
Newcastle and Martinsville, Indiana, she 
returned to Indiana University, where she 
was awarded a Doctor of Education 
degree. For the past five years at the Uni-
versity of Missouri, St. Louis, she was 
instrumental in the development of the 
Susan Arisman, John S. Burd, and Donna Jo Vandagrifft of the Education 
Department. 
He feels that much of the teacher educa-
tion in the near future will be centered 
about inservice and graduate work for 
presently employed public school profes-
sionals. 
Dr. Susan Arisman has been appointed 
Assistant Professor of Education. While 
working for her doctorate, professor Aris-
man studied administration and super-
vision at Catholic University, urban ed-
ucation at Trinity College, and com-
parative education at Oxford University in 
England. She was awarded her Ph.D. in 
Education from the University of 
Chicago. 
Robert King and Kenneth Westphal are 
new faculty members in the Business Ad-
ministration Department. Mr. King, As-
sociate Professor , is chairman of the de-
partment and teaches courses in eco-
nomics and finance. He will also be re-
sponsible for curriculum development for 
undergraduate programs in Business Ad-
ministration. Mr. Westphal, Assistant 
Professor, is primarily responsible for 
courses in marketing and management. 
Both professors will also offer courses in 
the M.B.A. program. 
Robert King 
Prior to his appointment, Mr. King 
served as lecturer at the Indiana Universi-
ty Graduate School of Business in the De-
partment of Business Economics and 
Public Policy. He has also been an econo-
mist and director of funds management in 
commercial banking, and was research 
director for the Securities Industry Asso-
ciation in New York, as well as a research 
economist' at the Board of Governors of 
the Federal Reserve System in Washing-
ton. He is currently completing his Ph.D. 
thesis at Purdue University and received 
his B.A. in economics from Indiana Uni· 
versity where he was elected to Phi Beta 
Kappa. 
Mr. Westphal was most recently as-
sociated with National M arine Services as 
Marketing Manager for their manufac, 
Office of Advisement and Certification, 
and taught both graduate and undergrad-
uate education courses. 
Dr. Burd, Dr. Arisman and Dr. 
V andagrifft will share teaching respon-
sibilities in the regular undergraduate 
program as well as in the Master of 
Education programs. The Master's pro-
grams, which will begin in January 1977, 
are designed to meet the growing need for 
inservice and graduate teacher education 
and will provide four alternative models 
which span a continuum from instructor-
related to student-directed programs. 
. -::: .... -
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Ken Westphal 
turing division. H is experience inci~d~s 
both industrial and international market-
ing in St. Louis and on the East Coast. Mr. 
Westphal received his B.S. degree from 
the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, 
after which he spent five years in the U.S. 
Navy. He was awarded a Master of Busi-
ness Administration degree from New 
York University. 
Joseph Lowder 
Joseph Lowder has been appointed As-
sistant Professor in the Physical Educa-
tion Department. His work with physical 
education majors will focus on aspects of 
physical health, bodily skills and the tech-
niques and methods of conducting suc-
cessful activity programs in schools and 
for the community. 
Lowder also is affiliated with the Wash-
ington University cardiac rehabilitation 
program where he directs an exercise pro-
gram for heart attack patients as part of 
their recovery program. He hopes to be 
able to develop a rehabilitation program at 
Linden wood. 
Lowder received his Bachelor's' degree 
in physical education from Springfield 
College in Massachusetts and earned his 
Master 's degree in physical education at 
Washington University where he special-
ized in physiology. 
/ 
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Lindenwood 4 Update 
by Dr. Ltu:y Morros, Faculty Administrator 
Why is Lindenwood 4 attracting so 
many students to its centers in St. 
Charles, St. Louis, Washington D.C. , and 
Santa Monica? Because people who work 
full time can study full time at Linden-
wood 4. The new college's program ef-
fectively combines the students' work and 
study experience. 
St. Louis 
Barbara Gaines, a wife, mother, full 
time employee at Monsanto Corporation, 
and full time student at Lindenwood 4, is 
working towards a B.S. in Business. In her 
Communications Cluster Group this Fall 
Trimester, one of her many projects is a 
focus paper on the process of the schedul-
ing of sales in a large corporation. Draw-
ing the subject matter for her paper from 
her own work experience, she analyzes 
her job in scheduling, investigates the 
available literature about the subject , and 
produces a written document and an oral 
presentation of her study for the Cluster 
Group. The result - she improves her 
communication skills, both written and 
oral; she increases her on-the-job exper-
tise in scheduling; and she receives 
academic credit at Lindenwood 4. 
Dr. John McClusky, formerly with the 
Danforth Foundation, has been named a 
Faculty Administrator for the Linden-
wood 4 Center, 4653 Maryland Avenue, 
St. Louis, Mo. 63108. 
. Wash ington, D.C. 
The fall trimester brought initial en-
rollment in several new graduate pro-
grams in the Washington D.C. region of 
Perhaps the most noteworthy program 
for Washingtonians is the graduate pro-
gram in Theatre. Lindenwood 4 has or -
ganized the theatre resources of the active 
professional community in the Washing-
ton area into an exceptional Master's 
Program which allows students to pursue 
graduate studies in such settings as Arena 
Stage, Folger Theatre, Ford's Theatre, 
and Kennedy Center. Working closely 
with a Faculty Sponsor in one of these 
settings, a student integrates his/her aca-
demic pursuits with the mastery of a spe· 
cializ.ed field in theatre arts. Specializa-
tions.range from Theatre Administration, 
through Acting and Directing, to Play-
writing. Graduate study in theatre may be 
directed towards the professional degree, 
the Master of Fine Arts, or the academic 
degree, the Master of Arts. 
Another unique contribution to the 
Washington area is the Voluntary Asso-
ciation Administration Program 
(V.A.A.P.) which has attracted students 
from large, national voluntary asso-
ciations as well as neighborhood centers. 
V.A.A.P. is one of the first programs of 
its kind in the country. It provides the 
working professional and active volunteer 
the opportunity to increase their knowl-
edge and skills in the specific management 
and policy concerns of volunteerism. Stu-
dents focus their studies on aspects of the 
voluntary sector from citizen advocacy to 
institutional change ; from fiscal 
management to community outreach. 
Students currently participating in 
V.A.A.P. have a wide range of affiliations 
Key leaders In St. Louis voluntarism recently met at the Lindenwood 4 St. 
Louis office for a community planning meeting to launch the college's new 
"Voluntary Association Administra tion Program" (VAAP)-one of a very few 
full academic degree programs in the voluntary associat ion f ield. The program 
will begin at Lindenwood 4 in February, 1977. 
Left to Right: 
Solly Marshall, Executive Director, Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, St. Louis. 
Boyd Morros, Faculty Administrator, Lindenwood 4, Lindenwood Colleges, St. 
Louis. 
John McClusky, Faculty Administrator and Director, Voluntary Association 
Administ ration Progrorri, Lindenwood 4, St. Louis. 
Mory Cordonier, President, Junior League of St. Louis. 
William Lovato, Jr. Catholic Charities of St. Louis. 
Bernard Lafayette, Jr. Regional Director, Notional Institute of Campus Ministry, 
former Notional Administrator · of Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference (S.C.l.C.). 
Lynn Lyss, President, National Council of Jewish Women in St. Louis. 
Otis Jackson, Program Director of St. Louis Leadership Program, Danforth 
Foundation. 
Lindenwood 4. Programs are underway in 
Theatre Arts, leading to the Master of 
Fine Arts, Voluntary Association Ad-
ministration, and Art Therapy. At stu-
dents' disposal are the expertise and chal-
lenge of a distinguished faculty, in addi-
tion to unique practical experiences such 
as an apprenticeship at A rena Stage, an 
internship in an Adams-Morgan commu-
nity agency, and a practicum in geriatric 
Art Therapy. Enrollment in undergrad-
uate studies has also increased. The 
Washington region now has a student 
population of 4 7. 
with Washington area voluntary or-
ganizations from the National Center for 
Voluntary Action to small neighborhood 
associations in Adams-Morgan. 
Graduate study in Art T herapy at 
Lindenwood 4 provides a thorough theo-
retical preparation in psychopathology 
and art therapy. treatment and theory. Art 
Therapy is a profession which is emerging 
as a central modality in mental health 
treatment. It combines a very old idea -
that the creation of art enhances confi-
dence and personality integration - with 







Severin to Head Development 
and Alumni Affairs 
Mr. Philip Severin recently joined the staff at Lin-
denwood as Director of Development and Alumni Affairs 
to administer the development functions of the College as 
well as the activities of the Alumni and Public In-
formation Offices. Mr. Severin came to Lindenwood this 
fall from Antioch College where he was a development 
officer at the Yellow Springs Campus. 
Mr. Severin said the grouping of these offices 
under one administrator should improve the college's 
communications with all of its constituencies and re-
sult in better coordinated development and alumni 
,programs. 
Mr. Severin is pleased that Mrs. James A. Reed, '09, 
Honorary Life Member of the Board of Directors, and a 
St. Louis foundation, have joined in making a $15,000 
Challenge Grant. With the help of this significant chal-
lenge he believes, "giving to the annual fund should in-
crease dramatically this year." 
He continued, " I realize that for some people $50 
represents a sacrificial gift to Lindenwood, while for oth-
ers it is simply token. Our major goal is to inspire alumni 
and friends of The Colleges to make their annual gift a 
thoughtful one, both in terms of their own ability to give 
and in terms of how Linden wood ranks in the hierarchy of 
their most important causes.'' 
In order to justify this kind of support, Mr. Severin 
said rhe Colleges have an "obligation" to keep Lin-
denwood's alumni and friends "better informed about 
the activities of the institution and to find better ways to 
interest and involve them in college programs.'' 
''It is clear to me that the alumni are the largest and 
most important constituency of The Colleges, and should 
be the major natural source of support,'' he emphasized. 
''By making a major effort to find meaningful ways to in-
volve them in the life of the college we hope this support 
will continue to grow." 
Mrs. James A. Reed (Nell Quinlan), Class of '09, 
Honorary Life Member of the Board of Directors, 
whose generous gift to the College made the cur-
rent $15,000 Challenge Grant possible, with 
Mrs. William C. Spencer at a luncheon in Kansas 
City. 
Mr. Philip Severin, Lindenwoods' new Director o f 
Development and Alumni Affairs. 
The other members of this Department are Mrs. 
Glenda Partlow, Manager of Publications and Publicity, 
and Mrs. Dorothy Barklage, Associate Director of 
Alumni Affairs and Placement. 
Deceased Board Member Honored Council Plans Sesquic~ntennial 
Dr. Russell J. Crider, prominent St. 
Charles physician and Chairman of the 
Board of the Women's College, died 
suddenly Saturday, September 18, 1976. 
The following resolution was unani-
mously adopted by the Board of 
Directors of The Lindenwood Colleges at 
their meeting October 15 : 
WHEREAS, Russell J. Crider served 
the Lindenwood Colleges faithfully and ef-
fectively as a member of the Board of Di-
rectors for twelve years and as Chairman 
of the Board of the Women's College for 
three years ; and 
WHEREAS, Dr. Crider not only 
served his community as a skilled and re-
spected physician and surgeon, but also 
found time to give leadership to his 
Church and a number of other communi-
ty organizations leading to his recognition 
as St. Charles Man of the Year in 197 3; 
and 
WHEREAS, Dr. Crider was a friend 
and counselor not only to the Board and 
Administration of the colleges, but also to 
faculty staff, and students ; and 
WHEREAS, Dr. Crider consistently 
and generously gave of himself and his 
means in support of The Linden wood Col-
leges, now be it 
RESOLVED, That the Board of Direc-
tors of The Linden wood College proclaims 
its deepest appreciation for the wisdom, 
the life, and the work of Russell J. Crider. 
Your new or increased gift to lindenwood's Annual Fund is especially 
important at this time. Our $15,000 Challenge Grant from Mrs. 
Jomes A . Reed, '09, and a St. Louis Foundation pledges to match 
every new or increased gift of $25 or more up to $1 ,000 per person. 
That means if you gave last year and increase your gift _by at least 
$25 this year, every dollar of your increased gift will be matched. 
If you ore a new contributor or previous donor w.ho did not give 
lost year. the entire amount of your gift of $25 or more will 
be doubled for Lindenwood. 
The Alumnae Council met in October 
to plan the Sesquicentennial reunion 
events for April 22 and 23, 1977. Folsta 
Gibbons, President of the Alumnae 
Association says, "We are on schedule to 
provide a really worthwhile and inspiring 
weekend for those who can join us. Yet, 
the final planning can only be done after 
we have some input as to numbers of 
alums planning to attend.'' During Jan-
uary and February committees of alumni 
in the area will meet to make final ar-
rangements. Invitations and reservations 
will be sent to all alumni early in the year 
with a request for a tentative reply. 
Progress to Date 
1. Twenty-five art afomni have volun-
teered to send drawings, prints, and work 
in other two dimensional media. Those 
who live in the area have volunteered to 
bring paintings, collages, low reliefs, etc. 
There will be a reception in the Hendren 
Gallery. If you would still like to exhibit 
your work and have not notified us.:.._write 
to John Wehmer. 
2. Plans are under way for a multi-
media show based on the long history of 
the college and looking toward the future. 
It will essentially be a slide show with 
music from the different eras, plus live 
performances by dancers, bit players, 
etc., held together with a script to be nar-
rated by 2 or more persons. Here we need 
help-Could you? 
a. help write the script 
b. be a narrator 
c. furnish dresses or costumes tor any 
time span 
d. coordinate, leg work, etc. If you 
would like to help, please contact the 
alumni office immediately. 
3. 36 alumni have sent blocks for the 
Sesquicentennial quilt-an amazing array 
of original designs- it will be a priceless 
heirloom for some lucky person. Dona-
tions of $2.00 each will give everyone a 
chance to participate. The quilt will be 
awarded at the reunion. 
4. Sesquicentennial flags to be raised in 
3 5 foreign countries are being made and 
will be sent in time for ''Lindenwood 
Around the World" flag ceremonies on 
January 12. li you know of anyone who 
would particuliarly like to do this- send 
us their name. 
5. Send us your memories! Write a 
letter, article, short story or note with 
your favorite memories of life on the Lin-
denwood campus and mail it before 
Christmas. If you can, type (or write) on 
8-½ x 11 paper, we will use this for: 
a. excerpts and ideas for the multi-
media show 
b. a notebook to be displayed and added 
to the archives 
6. Country Fair-let's make the Coun-
try Fair one of the main attractions of the 
Sesquicentennial. If each alum would send 
only one item, we would have a real 
showcase full of fun and profit. Use the 
long winter evenings to create a master· 
piece, buy from a bazaar, or send a "col-
lectible" from your attic. We need them 
now so the pricing, etc., can be done 
ahead of display time. 
7. The Class of 1928 will be included 
in the honorees at the Sesquicentennial 
reunion because some of the members of 
the Class have indicated that it would be 
impossible for them to return to the cam-
pus both years. Reunion Classes to be 
honored are: All classes to 1907, 1911, 
1912, 1916, 1917, 1921 ,' 1922, 1926, 
1927, 1928, 1931, 1932, 1936, 1937, 
1941 , 1942, 1946, 1947, 1951 , 1952, 
1956, 1957, 1%1, 1962, 1966, 1967, 




Professor Shares Alumni 
"Moments" in Japan 
kv Dr. W De(lll &:kerl, Coordin(l/or. SI 11dio & Perform in.<: A rls 
Among the rewards of traveling abroad 
are those special moments which leave 
indelible imprints upon one's experi-
ences, both at the time of the encounter 
and in one's recollections of these event<; 
after one has returned to the familiarity of 
home surroundings. These special mo-
ments may be a particular place, an unus-
ual sound, a tantalizing smell or a new 
taste sensation. Above ·an, however, these 
special moments are associated with the 
people you encounter in traveling; most 
often they are new and friendly faces, but, 
in some instances, they are familiar faces 
with whom you share unique experiences 
in an environment which is unfamiliar. 
Such were my experiences during my 
leave from Lindenwood in 1975 to visit 
and study in Southeast Asia and Japan. 
Since I was '' on my own'' in Southeast 
Asia for nearly two months, I had ample 
opportunity to make new friends in Ma-
laysia, Java, Bali, T hailand, Hong Kong 
and Taiwan. In Asia, at least, the natives 
show little hesitation in approaching the 
lone stranger and offering their services as 
guides in order to make sure that the visi-
tor has an opportunity to see little-known 
sights as well as those that are included in 
bold print in any guidebook. I quickly 
learned not to be wary of such generous 
offers of assistance from new-found 
friends and, as a result, my experiences in 
each country where I visited were greatly 
enriched by the native hospitality ex-
tended to me. It was in this way that I was 
able to visit the studios of a number of art-
ist<; and craftsmen in Yogyakarta, Java, 
that I was able to see much of the coun-
tryside of Bali by riding on the rear of a 
motorcycle seat with a young Balinese at 
the handlebars, that I was able to thread 
my way through the exotic streets of 
Bangkok with a saffron-robed monk as my 
guide, and that I as able to sample the 
great varieties and tastes of Chinese cui-
sine in T apei at the modest restaurants 
which were frequented by the Taiwanese. 
The reception whic;h greeted me in 
Japan was much the same. An added in- . 
gredient to my experiences in Japan, an 
· ingredient which indeed made for special 
moments, was that often activities there 
were shared with special people-alumni 
of Lindenwood. The Japanese are renowned 
for their hospitality to foreigners and the 
Japanese graduates of Lindenwood are no 
exception to this observation. Since I was•in 
Japan for nearl'y six months, I had the op-
. portunity to enjoy the company of our 
alumni on numerous occasions. It is s001e of 
these special moments which I would now 
like to share. 
In Japan the week which encompasses 
the last days of April and the first days of 
May is known as Golden Week for there 
.... 
,... 
are three national holidays in one week-
the Emperor's Birthday on April 29, 
Constitution Day on May 3, and Chil-
dren's Day (more familiarly known as 
Boys' Festival Day) on May 5. As the last 
two of these holidays made for a long 
week-end in _the 1975 calendar, Yasu-
nichi M itsui, class of 1975, suggested 
that the two of us go to the seaside resort 
of Atami to celebrate the full arrival of 
spring. Since Y asu had a three-day holi-
day from the Mitsubishi Company in 
Tokyo where his work is concerned with 
the exporting of steel to Central and South 
America, we set out on Saturday morning 
for the drive to Atami. Enroute we 
stopped in Odawara to visit its feudal 
castle and to participate in the spring 
festival which was being held on the castle 
grounds where masses of azalea in full 
bloom added their own colors to the festi-
vities. At Atami we were fortunate to be 
able to stay in the cliffside apartment 
owned by one of Yasu's uncles; the 
apartment was oriented to provide a spec-
tacular view ofSagami Bay and the Pacific 
Ocean beyond. Here was an ideal spot to 
relax, to reminisce about our mutual e 
periences at Lindenwood, and to eat 
quantities of sashimi, succulent pieces of 
raw fish which are dipped into savory 
sauces for full flavor, at the seaside res-
taurants which dot the shore at Atami. 
''The Japanese are 
renowned for their 
hospitality to foreigners 
and the Japanese 
graduates of Lindenwood 
are no exception . . . " 
In 1975, as well as on several earlier 
visits to Japan, I had the unique pleasure 
of sharing the company of the M atsuzawa 
family. Both of the Matsuzawa daughters, 
Midori and Yuri, attended Lindenwood. 
Midori graduated in the class of 1973 and 
her younger sister attended Lindenwood 
for more than a year before transferring to 
Sophia University in Tokyo where she is 
completing her undergraduate degree. 
Not surprisingly, English is a major part 
of Yuri's studies at the T okyo university. 
1 have enjoyed a variety of pleasant activ-
ities with the Matsuzawa family, but 
some of my most vivid impressions are 
those of the gourmet meals which have 
been prepared in the kitchen of their home 
in the Shibuya section of Tokyo. In my 
estimation, Mrs. Matsuzawa could readi-
ly win an international gourmet award for 
the dinners which she prepares in the tra-
ditional Japanese manner; she · is most 
\ ·•- ' . 
Dean Eckert "recruits" for Class of 1992 In Kyoto. 
Dr. W. Dean Eckert, coordinator o f Studio and Performing Arts at his 
desk. The batik painting is by F. Agus , artist from YogyoKatta .. J_a~a, 
During the month of February the Departm_ent willyresent ?n exh1b1t1on 
of batiks by Mr. Agus. the first showing of h,s work in the United States. 
accomplished at presenting a meal which 
is a triumph both visually and in the culi-
nary sense. My most recent visit with the 
fami1y in November 1975 suggests that 
Midori is fast following in the footsteps of 
her mother. Recently Midori has been 
studying gourmet cooking in its various 
phases and she surprised me with a 
French dinner. For a brief moment, at 
least, I wondered if I were in Paris or 
Tokyo. Such are the memories of a visit 
with the Matsuzawa family in their home. 
Harumi Na;rata 's studies at Linden-
wood coincided in part with those of 
Midori Matsuzawa. Upon her graduation 
in 1972 Harumi returned to her home in 
Tokyo where she subsequently has enjoyed 
both a career and marriage. During a 
visit to Tokyo i~ the summer of 1973 I 
had the pleasure of meeting Harumi's 
mother as well as her fiance, Toshihiko 
Asano, who was then completing his doc-
toral studies in veterinary medicine :i a 
Tokyo university. Shortly therrafter 
Toshihiko and Harumi were married and 
Harumi also took a position in th.~ office of 
an export company in Tokyo. Last No-
vember I had a pleasant reunion with the 
Asanos at a dinner party given in the 
home of Hisago Nagato, Harumi 's moth-
er. The surprise news of the evening was 
that the Asanos were expecting their first 
child. Harumi confided that she hoped the 
first-born would be a son; quite appropri-
ately Hisetoshi, a boy , joined the Asano 
family earlier this year. 
Last autumn I had the pleasant experi-
ence of meeting for the first time Hiroko 
(Fujiwara) Egawa, class of 1960. Since 
Hiroko had graduated from Lindenwood 
before I was associated with the colleges, I 
had not known her during her undergrad-
uate days when she was a music major. At 
Mary Lichliter's suggestion, I telephoned 
Hiroko while 1 was in Tokyo and immed-
iately received an invitation to dinner in 
the Egawa home. Recently Hiroko and 
Hiroshi, her husband, have built a new 
home for themselves 3,11d their children. It 
is an attractive home built and furnished 
largely in the Western manner. Housing·, 
as well as so many other aspects of 
Japanese life, can be carried out in the 
traditional Japanese manner, the W estem 
manner, or in a combi~ation of the two 
modes. Over cocktails, another Western 
inroad into the life style 9f modern Japan, 
the three of us had an opportunity to be-
come acquainted, to discover mutual 
friends at Lindenwood and for me to give a 
rather full report on recent developments 
at Lindenwood. Both of the Egawas 
seemed to have a very keen interest in 
Hiroko's alma mater. 
Dinner with the Egawas gave me a 
quick and useful lesson in how to do tep-
pan _vaki cooking at home. The tip I 
learned from Hiroko was to use a good-
sized electric grill in the center of the table 
for cooking. Cooking by electricity is 
somewhat of a novelty for the Japanese 
since most cooking at home or restaurants 
is done on a gas range, or on a gas ring 
which can be brought to the table. Hiroko 
also confided that electric grills of Amer· 
ican make, as was the one which she 
used, were the most serviceable for this 
type of cooking. Once the grill is heated to 
the proper temperature and the surface 
has been oiled, each of the diners partici-
pates in the cooking, grilling thin slices of 
beef, potatoes and assorted vegetables un-
til they are cooked enough to suit one's 
individual taste. The traditional ending to 
a leppan _yaki dinner is to mound the grill 
with fresh bean sprouts which readily ab-
sorb the delicious juices of the meat and 
vegetables which were previously cooked 
on the grill. The eating of the grilled bean 
sprouts is a nice way to cleanse the palate. 
When I !eh the Egawa home that eve-
ning, it was difficult to believe that 1 had 
only met Hiroko and Hiroshi a few hours 
earlier. Because of her continuing enthu-
siasm for The Llndenwood Colleges, Hiroko 
is hoping to make a return visit to t.he cam-
pus in the immediate future. 
Since Lindenwood graduates are often 
draw11 to the far corners of the world, it 
was not too unusual to learn, while I was 
in Japan, that Jeanne Hind, class of 
19 71. was teaching English at Kinjo 
Gakuin Daigaku , a college for women in 
suburban Nagoya. It was through a 
chance meeting of Jeanne with one of my 
students enrolled in the Independent 
Study Program sponsored by The Experi-
ment in International Living, which I di-
rected in the spring of 1975, that. I learned 
of Jeanne's presence in Japan. When I had 
the ~portunity to visit Nagoya in the fall of 
the year, I was successful in getting in touch 
with Jeanne and we spent a pleasant after-
noon together on the campus where she was 
teaching. 
The campus of Kinjo Gakuin Daigaku, 
located on a wooded hillside, was not a 
great deal different in appearance than the 
Continued on next page 
Travel with 
the "Big Red" 
In August the football Cardinals 
left their summer camp on the Lin-
denwood campus to introduce na-
tional football to the Japanese. On 
the plane to Tokyo were players, 
coaches, wives, news media person-
nel and Lindenwood's own Charles 
and Lillian Bushnell, '65, and Alice 
Wise. The nine day visit gave them 
a chance to visit Nikko and the fa-
mous Toshoya Shrine, Kyoto and 
the older parts of Tokyo not 
damaged by the war. 
Their real heart-warming wel-
come was from the Lindenwood 
alumni in Tokyo. Hiroko Fujiwar~ 
Egawa, '60, just back from a camp-
ing trip in Alaska took them sight-
seeing. She and her husband and 
two of their children went to the 
Cardinal game. Midori Matsuzawa, 
'73, excited about her wedding 
plans for December, had dinner 
with them one evening. Harumi 
NAGATA Asano brought her 
baby to the hotel for a visit. Yasi 
Mitsui, '75, not only helped them 
with shopping but introduced them 
to real Japanese food in the night-
club area. One afternoon they had 
the rare experience of being taken 
through the huge complex of NH K, 
the Japan Broadcasting Corporation 
by Toshi Morikawa, '55, Radio 
Producer for the Voice of Japan 
which broadcasts all over the world. 
The game against San Diego was 
the first pro football game ever 
played outside the United States. 
There were 45,000 spectators- and 
the Cardinals won. Impressions? 
Charles said: ''Fabulous- but 
much too short.•' Lillian and Alice 
both commented on the cleanliness 
of the city-how friendly and gra-
cious the people were, many times ' 
going out of their way to be helpful, 
and certainly receptive to Amer-
icans. But best of all, they brought 
back to Lindenwood the realization 
of the enthusiasm and loyalty the 
Japanese alumni have for their 
Alma Mater. 
Alumni "moments" 
Continued from page 4 
campuses of small American colleges, 
such as Lindenwood. Many of the build-
ings were modern and attractive, having 
been constructed in the post-World War 
II era. Over ocha, or Japanese green tea, 
Jeanne and I had the opportunity to swap 
stories about our Japanese travels and to 
get caught up with "whatever happened 
to" questions about former students 
known to us both at Lindenwood. Since 
Jeanne had ~een teaching in Nagoya for 
nearly two years, she was planning to re-
turn to the States in late 1975 or early 
1976. 
Seeing friends off as they depart on their 
travels is a social amenity which in the 
parts of Asia which I have visited takes on 
the nature of a full-fledged ceremony. I re-
call while I was at the airport in Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia, hearing singing and 
chants which sounded to me much like a 
pep rally. Closer examination of the situa-
tion revealed that a large group of friends 
had come to the terminal to escort the de-
parting traveler to the gate. In a somewhat 
less bombastic manner, the Japanese ob-
serve the same ritual. And such i.t was at 
Haneda Airport when I departed from 
Tokyo in late 1975. At the gate to wish 
me Bon Voyage were my Lindenwood 
alumni friends. As I boarded my plane, I 
carried with me the memories of those 
special moments which we had shared. 
5 
M.B.A. Program Triples Enrollment 
by Dr. Philip Borden, Director of the M . B.A . Program 
The fall enrollment in Lindenwood's 
Master of the Business Administration 
Program has grown to 70 students, al-
most three times the number enrolled last 
year in its first year of operation. Reflec-
ting the program's graduate admissions 
policies, the students continue to repre-
sent a cross-section of middle managers in 
the St. Louis and St. Charles commun-
ities. Current enrollment includes persons 
in the following position classifications: 
Sales and Sales Management; Account-
ing and Data Processing; Engineering; 
Research and Development ; Production 
Supervision; Staff: Personnel, Procure-
ment, etc.; Government Positions; and 
Teachers. 
Many of the major business firms of the 
country and region are represented in the 
student body, and several companies 
sho\1 Lheir encouragement to employees 
ir, the program by contributing substan-
tially to their education expenses·. Some of 
the companies represented are: A.C.F. 
Industries, Boise-Cascade, Continental 
Telephone, DePaul Hospital, Emerson 
Electric, Equitable Life Insurance Co., 
Goodyear Aerospace, H ussmann Refrig-
eration, _Lever Brothers Company, Mc-
Donnell-Douglas, Mallinckrodt, May 
Department Stores, Monsanto, Parke-
Davis, Ralston-Purina, Sabine Robbins 
Paper Co., Shell Oil , Sooline Railroad, 
Sunnen Products, 3-M Company, West-
ern Electric and Western Publishing 
Company. 
Lindenwood MBA students are mature 
in age and experience. Their median age is 
33 years, and they average more than 8 
years business experience in progressively 
more responsible positions. Presently, 
there are only three women in the pro-
gram, but because of the relevance of 
much of the content to women, it is anti-
cipated that the percentage of women will 
increase rapidly. 
A wide diversity of undergraduate 
schools are represented. Virtually all the 
schools in the St. Louis metropolitan 
area-including Lindenwood Colleges-
are well represented. Larger schools, such 
as Northwestern, Purdue, Hofstra, Ohio 
State, and Penn State are also repre-
sented, as are smaller schools such as 
Baker University, Quincy College, the 
State College of Arkansas, and New 
Haven College. The most distant under-
graduate institution is the Indian Institute 
of Technology in Kanpur, India. 
The faculty this fall is likewise diversi-
fied in academic qualifications as well as 
business experience, and heavily oriented 
toward respect for the business experience 
and personal advancement objectives of 
the students. Dr. Philip S. Borden, Direc-
tor of the M.B.A. Program , is continuing 
the objectives of the program which he 
put in place last year. In addition to Dr. 
Borden , three full-time Lindenwood 
Business Administration professors are 
teaching in the program, as well as one 
part-time professional. Additional full and 
part-time faculty will be added in the 
Spring Term, 1977. 
T he program which comes out of this 
mix of student and facu lty backgrounds is 
one which helps its participants to under-
stand in greater depth the functional 
dimension of their business organizations, 
and which enables them to enhance their 
skills in working with people for deter-
mining and pursuing organizational ob-
jectives. Not an " ivory tower " theoreti-
India Charms Dr. Johnson 
By Carol Recht, Student l.indenwood College for Women 
If you are planning a honeymoon, sug-
gests religion professor Esther Johnson, 
you couldn't do better than choose Kat-
mandu, Kingdom of Nepal, a tiny 
country adjacent to the northeast 
boundary of India. Surrounded by the 
Himalayan Mountains, the city nestles 
1,, 700 feet high in a verdant valley ac-
cessible only by helicopter or cable car. 
As a teacher of world religion, Dr. 
Johnson had been longing for some time 
to visit the source of Hinduism, "one of 
the great religions of the world," which 
comprises 85 percent of India's popula-
tion. This past summer she finally took 
her trip. 
Dr. Johnson's enthusiasm for India 
sparkles in her eyes, spills over to her 
hands and reaches her feet . Always the 
teacher, she jumps up from her chair and 
pulls down a map. 
Part of India's charm, she says, lies in 
its isolation. Bounded by mountains and 
ocean, the country is not a "crossroads of 
civilization.'' Because technology has not 
yet come, a peculiar grace is given to the 
life style and street scenes. 
Education is not compulsory, and often 
children contribute to India's economy. 
Usually both parents work in the fields, 
. leaving older children responsible for the 
younger. "Every Indian child is taught to 
carry babies and to carry things ori his 
head," she says.' 'We saw children push-
ing carts of dried cow dung for fuel brick 
four houses.' ' 
Dr. Johnson found the Indian people 
extremely friendly, which she attributes 
to the simplicity of their life style. ''The 
people live close to nature . . . and to their 
animals , '' she explains. ''We live close to 
machines.'' She says mental illness is 
rare. "The Indian baby grows \IP feeling 
the world is a very loving place.'' 
She says her favorite city is the capital, 
Jaipur, the "Pink City." Dr. Johnson 
asks us to visualize blue peacocks and 
pigeons perched on buildings of pink 
sandstone with the sun shining on a 
bustling street scene of women in bright 
saris (accompanied by a male member of 
the family), children in Western clothes, 
an occasional half naked Holy man, 
bicycles, petticabs, rickshaws and carts 
drawn by camels, mules, water buffalo 
and oxen. 
T he architecture is unlike anything she 
saw in Europe. A mixture of Indian, 
Muslim and Persian, she says it is ex-
tremely ornate and delicate, particularly 
the scalloped indosarcenic arches. 
" I was totally unprepared for the 
beauty of India,'' she says, indicating she 
had pictured it as dusty and hot. 
''Everybody told me about the poverty 
and dirt," she remarks. T rue, it was 
there, but what she remembers is the lush. 
foliage and meticulous cleanliness of the 
public buildings. 
She said the country is a vacationer's 
paradise. ''I got off the plane, and I fell in 
love with India.'' 
cal program, both students and faculty are 
insistent upon maintaining a focus on spe-
cific relevance to concrete business situa-
tions. 
Classes are seminar-style, with active 
and involved exchanges among students. 
Personal beliefs and theories are tested 
and enhanced by self-examination in the 
,presence of professional peers, but with-
out the threat of personal penalty or 
career jeopardy. 
Classes meet on_ce each week for three 
hours ; most students take two courses, 
although some take one each term, and a 
few take three. Since students must com-
plete between 10 and 16 courses (depend-
ent upon their previous academic work) 
for the M.B.A., the program may be 
completed in two calendar years. The first 
graduates will receive MBA degrees in 
the spring commencement in 1977. 
Being an accredited graduate program, 
the admission process is a selective on~ 
to insure that each student will benefit 
from the program and that the program 
will benefit from the contribution of each 
of its students. Although the data above 
indicates a great diversity in students-
which there certainly is-there are also 
major common characteristics in stu-
dents, which the faculty believes are more 
importan t: ambition, seriousness of 
purpose, recognition of the need for en-
hanced knowledge and skills, and the de-
sire to participate in growth with similarly 
motivated persons. 
The program welcomes new applicants 
in each fall, spring, and summer term. 
More information is available from the 
MBA office. 
Dr. Esther Johnson, A ssociate Pro-
f essor of Religion, displays her t ur-
quo ise and gold-embroidered sari. 
Even with he lp, she needs an hour 
and a half to dress. The sari, which 
has no sew ing, consist s of six yards 





New Year Brings New Fae.es • • • 
Lindenwood opened its 149th year with a 20% increase in enrc 
current number of students is 1659, 856 of whom are full time , 
time. ·This represents an increase in all four colleges. 
. . . as stud en ts "settl 
life at the Lindenwo 
1rollment . The 
e and 803 part 
tle in" to 
·oods. 
Campus Briefs _ _ _____ 1 
The Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company 
from Salt Lake City, Utah, were in resi-
dence at Lindenwood for three days in Oc-
tober. They conducted a master dance 
class, a lecture-demonstration and an 
evening performance. 
Shirley Ririe and Joa·n Woodbury, co-
founders of the company and professors in 
the department of ballet and modern 
dance at the University of Utah, are also 
master teachers for the National Endow-
ment for the Arts "movement specialist" 
team. 
"This modern dance company, com-
prised of professional dancers and teach-
ers, brings professional teaching and per-
forming skills to the dance world and is 
concerned with the educational aspect of 
dance, '' according to Mrs: Grazina 
Amonas, director of dance at Linden-
wood. 
Dr. Mary Waddington, retired profes-
sor of education from London University, 
was a guest lecturer on !'Comparative 
Education' ' at Linden wood where she 
shared her views and experiences in such 
areas as open education, the gifted learner 
and early childhood education. (Dr. John 
Burd, Chairman of the Education Depart-
ment at Lindenwood said: "Dr. Wad--
dington understands the educational 
needs of young children on an interna-
tional basis.'') 
An exhibit of 5 7 original woodcuts by 
ANTONIO FRASCONI were in the 
Lounge Gallery of the Fine Arts Building 
until November 26. The exhibit included 
three series of Frasconi 's woodcuts: 
.Toni Dodson, a junior maiormg in 
Communication Arts, writes and broad-
casts a five minute featurette about 
Lindenwood's 150 years. It traces the life 
of Linclenwood from Mary Easton Sibley 
to the present. 
The program is a mixture of raw facts, 
interviews with alums and other people 
connected with Lindenwood's past, and 
·items of concern to the College. 
Her objective is to emphasize the life of 
the College rather than present a factual 
report on its history. A tape of each sec-
tion will be placed in the archives. If you 
are in the local listening area, turn on 
KCLC-FM 89.5 every Thursday at 1 p.m. 
Lindenwood 4 Update 
Continued from pa!(e 2 
psycho-therapeutic theory and tech-
niques. Professional responsibilities of art 
therapists range from assisting in diag-
nosis to planning treatment, education 
and prevention. Washington graduate 
students intermingle their academic 
studies with workshops and supervised 
practices in an area treatment center. 
In addition to these new graduate pro-
grams, students have continued to enroll 
-in Linden wood 4 for highly individualized 
studies, in such diverse fields as Cyber-
netics, Education and Humanistic Psy-
chology, in the Washington region. Be-
cause of the recent growth in numbers, a 
new Faculty Administrator will soon be 
assisting Qr. Sharon Rubin in the new 
quarters of Lindenwood 4, 1785 
Massachusetts Avenue, N. W Our new 
location is in the Old Andrew Mellon 
mansion which is next door to the Brook-
ings Institution. "Some Well Known Fables, 1950, H "A 
\ Book of Vegetable Plants, 1951, " and 
"The World Upside Down, 1952." 
Frasconi, a native of Montevideo, Uru- Santa Monica 
guay, has. received many .awards for his The Santa Monica office of Linden wood 
woodcuts and books of his woodcuts. He 4 has- seen a recent increase in enrollment 
has exhibited his works extensively in the areas of Health Care and Voluntary 
throughout the world. - Association Administration. Plans are 
The exhibit was sponsored by the currently underway to start a Master of 
Studio and Performing Arts Department Fine Arts in Theatre program which 
in conjunction with the Missouri State woqld incorporate the theatre resources of 
Council on the Arts. the Los Angeles metropolitan area. As in _ 
''1he Trojan Women' ' Sartre's adap-
tation of the Euripides play, was the 
November performance of the Theatre 
·Department at Jelkyl Center for the Per-
forming Arts. 
The Multi-Q, a computerized memory 
light control system, was used for the first 
time. This equipment is part of the theatre 
renovation program started four years ago 
with a gift. from Ross A . Jelkyl to expand 
the theatre's facilities, New dressing 
rooms , offices, a green room and costume 
shop have been built below the theatre. In 
addition to the Multi-Q other new equip-
ment has been purchased, including two 
new tape decks for sound cues and a com-
plete monitor and sound cue system. 
The reception and formal opening of an 
exhibit of selected paintings, drawings 
and prints by Belle Cramer was held 
November 21 in the Hendren Gallery. 
The 93-year old artist has lived and 
worked in St. Louis for the past 3 5 years. 
John Wehmer, Associate Professor of 
Art, said, ''She is one of the most promi-
nent and successful women in the arts in 
the United States.'' 
Dr. Norman King, Associate Professor 
of Psychology, has returned to the cam-
pus from a three year extended sabbatical 
which he spent in Mesa , Arizona, at the 
Human Resource Laboratory, Williams 
A ir Force Base. Dr. King is glad to be 
back at Lindenwood and is looking for -
ward to winter in Missouri: 
the Washington D.C. program, students 
would pursue their studies in professional 
settings, guided by a distinguished faculty 
of accomplished practitioners. Also urr-
derway is a proposal for a special graduate 
program in Counseling Psychology. 
Both unaergraduate and graduate stu-
dents are engaged in a variety of individ-
ually designed studies in health adminis-
tration, health education, ethics, and re-
lated matters. Mo,stpf them are currently 
employed i-n the d~tivery of health services 
in the Santa Monka area· - as nurses, 
laboratory supervisors and technicians, 
personnel directors and the like. They 
have come to Lindenwood 4 because of its 
unique format of study and practice which 
-fosters an inter-disciplinary approach to 
the multifaceted issues of accountability, 
medical ethics, and planning which face 
the health professions today. 
Graduate studies in Voluntary Asso-
ciation Administration and Business Ad-
ministration are underway in the Santa 
Monica region with students concen-
trating in a wide range of areas: Staff De-
velopment, Decision Making and Leader-
ship, Funding and Grantsmanship, ;irrd 
Implementation of Citizen Programs. · 
As in the past , many Santa Monica 
students choose to major in psychology or 
some modality of psychotherapy. Grad-
uate study continues in Art Therapy, 
Radix, Bioenergetics, and Jungian and 
eclectic styles of psychotherapy. 
The total student population is 68 in 
Santa Monica, with another large boost in 
enrollment expected in the February tri-
mester. Ms. Peggy. McAllister and Dr. 
Dennis Cowan will soon be assisted by a 
new faculty administrator at their loca-
tion, 1413 Fifth St., Santa Monica. 
.. 
Class Notes ______________ _ 
1915 
Elizabeth McCOY Barshfield is 
now a patient in a nursing home. 
Her daughter, Mrs. Martha Ander-
son, 3205 Faulkland Rd., Wilming: 
ton, De. , 19808, writes that her 
mother's memory is quite good and 
she would love hearing from any 
classmates or friends from Linden-
wood. 
1925 
Our congratulati_ons to Martha 
MESSINGER Bushdieker and her 
husband, Elmer, on their 50th 
wedding anniversary, August 8, 
1976. 
1931 
Dr. Lena Lewis has recently re-
turned from Japan where she at-
tended the International Ather-
osclerosis Meeting in Toyko. 
1933 
Our sympathy to Audrey 
McANULTY Jennings, Grosse 
Pointe Park, Michigan, on the re-
cent death of her husband. 
1935 
Mrs. Anita Crites SMITH Craw-
ford has been appointed Assistant 
Attorney General for the State of 
Illinois by the Attorney General 
William J. Scott. In this capacity she 
1955 
Carile SAMUEL Schnabl is cur-
rently the organist for St. Paul ' s by 
the Lake Episcopal Church in Chi-
cago. She spent the summer of 19?5 
vacationing in France and Austria. 
1957 
Carole LINHART Westerfeld re-
ports she is busy with the usual ac-
tivities and hubub involved with an 
active husband and 4 teenagers, 
plus assorted pets. Her daughter, 
Cindy, is attending Lindenwood as a 
freshman music major. 
1%i 
Partricia LACEY Eckhardt is 
currently working on her MF A in 
Arts Management at the University 
of Iowa. -She hopes to attend the 
reunion in April, '77. 
Wanda Lee WEAR Woolen is 
currently chairman of the Mont-
gomery Museum Auction and Gala 
and keeps busy taking care of 5 
dogs, 2 houses, and 1 horse-not to 
mention 2 daughters, Laurie and 
Leslie, and her husband, Marvin. 
Her husband is vice president of 
Weil Bros. Cotton Co. and vice 
president of Atlantic Cotton Asso-
ciation. 
has been assigned for the past year 1962 
to 16 counties in East Central Illi- Sharon NEIDNER Hays and her 
nois for Support Enforcement and ·family have lived in Taipei, Taiwan 
recovery of Illinois Public Aid. for the past 3 years and will leave in 
1936 june 1977 for .a new assignment. 
Mary LONG Fleetwood writes. Her husband, Gary, is in the Air 
that she enjoyed receiving the Di- Force and they have had 10 assign-
rectory and that it brought back ments. She keeps busy with teach-
fond memories of her classmates. ing Needlepoint classes, playing 
1937 tennis and;bridge, activities of the 
Our sympathy to Suzanne PER- International Women's Club, and 
RIN Reyburn on the death of her social service work with underprivi-
husband May 11, 197 6. She and leged Chinese and Taiwanese ohil-
Helen Simms Reed hope to reach dren. They have 2 boys, Greg 15 
many of their classmates and attend and Jon 11. 
1963 
Sue Berleman has been in Korea 
for th~ past -two years as part of a 
medical team with Campus Crusade 
for Christ. In June she was trans-
ferred to the Philippines to do simi-
lar work. She is sorry she will not be 
here for the Reunion in April and 
sends her love to all her classmates. 
Sarah LITTLE Mayfield is teach-
ing kindergarten and her husba?d, 
John, is president of a chemteal 
company in Schaumberg, lll. They 
have a daughter, Sarah, who is 8 
years old. 
1%4 
Linda LEECH Albright is cur-
rently employed as a Service Strate-
gist with Xerox Corporation. Her 
husband, Bill, is also employed 
there as a Business Consultant. 
They and their 3 daughters, Kim, 
Bridget, and Gwyndolyn, have been 
exploring the East Coast, and also 
visited Lindenwood. She received 
her MBA from Rochester Institute 
of Technology in June, 1975. 
Charlotte PROETT King is now 
living in Independence, Mo. where 
her husband has served a term as 
mayor. He is currently running for 
the House of Representatives. 
Alice WINEGARNER Carr has 
opened, with a group of associates, 
Pickwick Place in Springfield, Mis-
souri. the shop sells antiques and 
uniques and specializes in hand-
made items. 
Molly FLEETWOOD Jurgensen 
is now living Southbeach, Oregon. 
Her background in drama and the 
arts has been discovered and she is 
quite active in the local churches. 
Her husband is with the AM-FM 
radio stations in Newport. 
1968 
Leslie MILLER Bateman and her 
husband, Bob, are both on the fa-
culty at Brookdale Community Col-
lege in Lincroft, New Jersey. This 
fall she has been the chairperson of a 
session at the College Reading 
Association convention in Miami . 
and of a 2-day pre-convention insti-
tute on "Paget & Reading" at the 
New York Reading Association an-
nual convention. 
Ann WOOLDRIDGE Lawrie 
writes from Washing ton that her 
husband, William , has set up a law 
office in Bremerton. 
1969 
Samye MILLER ~uerback , has 
moved to Carbondale, UL, where 
her husband, Norm, has become 
the Hillel director at Southerr:i Illi-
nois University. 
Becky ACHEPOHL Shaw and 
her three children spent Thanksgiv-
ing in St. Charles. They now live in 
Falls Church, Virginia, where her 
husband is Assistant Controller for 
tbe Marriott Corporation. 
1970 
Mary Ratliff has recently joined 
Batz-Hodgson-Neuwoehner, Inc., 
one of the 100 largest advertising their 40th reunion in April. Ginny V ANICE Hahn has en-
Virginia SPEARS Ross, who has joyed returning to school and ex-
retired from her position as a profes- pects to get a Master's degree in 
sional Girl Scout Worker, is now Business Administration in June. 
living in Sun City, Az.., where her · She is a teaching assistant in the 
husband is pastor of the First United Management Science Department 
1 %6 and marketing services agencies in 
• the nation, as a Media Buyer in the Karen ELL Atwood l·s an instruc-
St. Louis Office. Mary majored in tor l·n the Psychology Department 
Communications and Sociology at of the University of Missouri at Lindenwood. 
Cape Girardeau. 
Methodist Church. at the University of Minnesota. Her 
1940 · husband, David, is the art director 
Our sympathy to Mary MAN- of Miller Publishing Company and 
GOLD Willets on the death of her · is very active in church work. They 
husband on July 25, 1976. have two children, Christian and 
1948 Rachel. 
Catherine NEUMAN Jones Dianne DETHMERS Paca and 
Doreen SCHULL Feeney has a 
family of 2 boys, Mark 4 and Brian 
16 months. Due to her husband's 
managing a branch office in Sioux 
Falls. they have maintained a home 
there and one in Watertown, S. 
Dak. Trips to Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, Monte Carlo and the 
Olympics have also kept them busy. 
Mary HUGHES Johnson and her 
family have recently moved to 
Pennsylvania where her husband, 
Jerry, is on the faculty of Shippens-
burg State College, teaching com-
puter science and mathematics. 
writes that their two sons are their her husband farm 650 acres besides 
main interest, though both are feed cattle and have a large confine-
rather far from Kentucky. David ment of hogs, marketing over 2000 
gradu_ated from Yale and Harvard head. She has taught in Britt, 
and is a lawyer in downtown Man- Garner and Hayfield, Iowa schools 
hattan and Stan is entering his 6th and for the past 6 years has served 
year of college, studying theology. on the Garner-Hayfield School 
After a year at Oxford, he will study board as vice president and has also 
this year in Germany and then re- served the County Compensation 
turn to Oxford. Board. They have 3 children, Patti l%
7 
1949 14, Mark 10, and Kent 9. - Amy DICKGIESSER Gormley 
Our sympathy to Jacqueline Marijon CRAFT Jones and her has h~d drawings pu_ blished in Ho-
BRICKEY Tomcak on the death of husband Jeffrey are living in Massa-
B ward Barnett's book of poems, her husband, July 30, 1976, who chusetts; he is an attorney in os- "Amber Providence." In July of 
was also the father of Jo TOMCAK ton. They have one daughter, 
Kurtz, '72. 
Mary Ellen Enley is employed at 
the V .A. Hospital Library in 
Minneapolis, and does volunteer 
work with Youth Emergency Serv-
ice. She expects to com.plete her 
Master's degree in Library Science 
at the University of Minnesota in 
December. 
1971 
Sarah Carter is employed by the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany, 1 Madison Avenue, New 
York City 10010. 
Marsha FOX Dufner has been 
appointed to the faculty of Ottumwa 
Heights College in the department 
of secretarial science. 
Amanda, and are in the process of this year she attended a painti_ng 
S d workshop in Ruidoso, New Mexico , adopting an infant from El alva or. 1952 
Linda KNIGHT Self is Executive 
Director of CODAL, Inc., a Family 
Mental Health Center. 
Rea M. Nuppernau received her 
B.S. in Nursing in June 1975 and is 
now attending the master's pro-
gram at Rush University for the 
M.S. in Nursing. 
Elizabeth Nicholls ELLIOTT 
Costa has two daughters in college; 
Beth (20) is a senior at the Univer-
sity of the Pacific and Susan ( 18) is a 
freshman at Mills College. Meg, the 
youngest, is a 7th grader. She says: 
"My days are very busy with gar-
dening, housework and club activ-
ities, but not that busy that I 
wouldn't love to hear from any 
alumnae in the area." 
1955 
Elizabeth GLEBE Houchin writes 
in response to an article in the 
ALUMNI NEWS: "I was ex-
tremely pleased to read in ,the last 
Lindenwood bulletin that current 
students are given the freedom of 
religious choice.' ' 
Sally SICKS Hart is busy with taught by Ben Konis, Sout~western 
artist. Also in 1976, she invented community work. She is active in 
the Lancaster' Ca.' Woman's Club' and designed lingerie for masecto~y 
an Auxiliary of California Chi!- patients, patents currently on file 
with the U.S. Patent Office in dren's Home Society, and church 
k · h Washington, D.C. 
work. She is doing some wor m t . e Anita REID Fleming and her 1972 
local schools. Husband, Ron, now • 
1 
• · 
husband, Bill, and young son vis- Diane K. Beeson is ivmg m works for the Air Force as a civil 
ited the campus recently. The Madrid where she is working on a 
engineer at Edwards AFB at the Flemmings have returned from Ph.D. in Modern Languages 
Flight Test Center. They have two South America and are now living through. Middleb~ry College. -
girls Karen artd Sarah. ·n Indianapolis where Bill is teach- . 
Chiquita SMITH Henderson 1 . A . ff t r at In Shirley Roper 1s currently em- . 
writes: ''Seems impossible that it i~g Lattn. m~rican is O Y - . ployed as Associate Director of the 
15 . 1 ft L' diana Umvers1ty. S d U • B · Sta c 1 has been years smce we e m~ 'F GALPIN Meister her tu ent n10n, ow1e te o -
denwood. The memories are still h berryd p d t children lege, Bowie, Md. 20715. 
there and will always remain, us an ' eter, an wo 
11 visited the campus recently. Peter, 
happy.'' Her husband, Tom, is sti . is on sabbatical from his post in 
at Tinker AFB as an industrial . 
Germany and is studying for his 
radiographer. They have two chi!- Ph.D. 'at Etten Seminary. 
dren Tom and Cindy. , 1 ,i- ~ , .>I ;,;:.,: ··, 1 . , , , 1 
Christy Stevens received an M.A. 
in anthropology from the University 
of Nebraska in May il975 and is 
now teaching , ~nthr~~lo~yJ, at the 
1972 
Des Moines Area Community Col-
lege. 
1973 
Joellen Schertz. has switched ca-
reers and is now a Sales Manager for 
8 departments at Macy's Queen's 
store. She would enjoy hearing from 
other alums in New York. 
1974 
Betsy (Bomberger) Jamison has 
chosen · her professional name 
· · Betsy Jamison'' as her legal 
name. Betsy, crowned "Miss Illi-. 
nois'' last year, has done substitute 
teaching in Mundelein and is now 
performing at Marriott Great 
America, Gur11ee, Ill. 
Tommy Buell is teaching English 
at the Francis Howell Senior High 
School. She is also the sponsor of the 
ninth grade porn-porn girls. 
(Jean) Frosty PENGELLY Lay 
has graduated from the University 
of Illinois with a B.S. in Music Edu-
cation. She and her husband are 
both teaching music in Springfield, 
Oregon. 
1975 
Nanette Francis has joined the 
staff of the OTISKIT A Girl Scout 
Council in Mt. Clemens, Michigan , 
as District Advisor for 2 districts. 
Our Sympathy to Mar-y Jane Jen-
nings on the death of her father May 
6, 1976. In addition to teaching ele-
mentary music at the University-
Liggett School in Grosse Point 
Woods, she.is teaching rhythm and 
ear training at the Detroit Com-
munity School to overly talented-
underprivileged children. . 
Lisa Spangler has trans£ erred 
from Princeton Theological Semi-
nary to General Theological Semi-
nary in New York. 
1976 
Chris Ricketts has accepted a 
position at the St. Louis University 
Medical School in the cancer re-
search laboratory and also plans to 
begin graduate study. 
Lindenwood II 
1972 
Jerry R. Kritz. recently received 
an Emmy Award for Best Public 
Service Announcement from the 
National Academy of Television 
Arts and Sciences~ St. Louis Chap-
ter. 
Jerry produced and directed his 
award winning PSA for the Missou-
ri State Teachers Association and 
KETC-TV. Written by William F. 
Bailey, the series of three an-
nouncements dealt with the contri-
butions to education of Washing-
ton, Jefferson and Adams. 
Jerry has been · with KETC-
Channel 9 for 4 years beginning 
with his apprenticeship while at-
tending Lindenwood and has won 
many awards. Among these is 
recognition for assistant director 
and sound recordist on the National 
Emmy winning series ''Inside 
Out." His wife is Mary Todd 
Kritz., class of '74. 
1973 
Richard Lieding graduated in 
May, 1976 with a Master of Sci-
ence degree ih Speech and Hearing 
from Washington University Cen-
tral Institute for the Deaf. He is cur-
rently employed by the Magnolia 
Speech School for the Deaf as a 
teacher in the elementary depart-
ment. His wife is also employed 
there as an assistant teacher. 
David Levy taught in the six-
week Lindenwood Colleges National 
Youth Sports Program in St. Louis 
this summer. David is employed 
regularly by Child Center of Our 
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Dr. John Bornman with Doniel Maddox, '73, and his wife Jona 
Roe SHIMKUS Moddo'x, '73. Don received the Doctor of Medicine 
degree June 5, 1976, from the Albert B. Chandler Medical Center, 
University of Kentucky Medical Center. He is now serving his 
residency at the University of Michigan Affiliated Hospitals at 
Ann Arbor. 
1974 
Steve Hoelscher has returned to 
the States and has a job at.St. Louis 
University Medical Center in a re-
search laboratory. Steve is busy or-
ganizing a young alumni group. 
1975 · 
James Kaiser has accepted a posi-
tion as lab technician at Diversified 
Metals, Hazelwood, Missouri. 
Woo Kwang Song has been ac-
cepted by the Medical School of the 
University of Maryland at Balti-
more. 
1976 
David Brantley is currently a 
Technical Writer- EDP Software, 
Management Service in Atlanta, 
Ga. 
Michael Niehoff is attending St. 
Louis University studying Anat-
omy. 
Marriages 
1965 Louise Anne Geiger to Dale 
Hollrah. 
1967 Cary J. Hahn to Linda Terese 
Gerken. 
1968 Carol Lenke to Steve Michael, 
September 11, 1976. 
1969 Anne Claire Doherty to Mos- -
tafa Michael Khosropour, 
August 14, 1976. 
1974 Wm. Marcus Cutright to 
Carol Ruth Ruggle, August 28, 
1976. 
197 4 Susan Kansteiner to David 
Ebersole, June 26, 1976. 
197 4 Cynthia E~senpreis to John 
Dooley 1974, July 24, 1976. 
1975 Susan Durning to Donald F. 
Marsee, February 1, 1975. 
1975 Karen Fenier to Michael Fox, 
June 19, 1976. 
1975 Dorothy M. Koziatek to Dr. 
John Kansteiner, August 13, 
1976. 
1975 Christina Anne Steffen to 
Mark Christopher Murphy, June 
26, 1976. 
1975 Lorain D. Ranft to Dr. Robert 
Carter, May 29, 1976. 
1976 Lynne A. Jeffery to David 
Lucher, July 24, 1975. 
1976 Jean Schneider to Philip 
Gruber, July 31, 1976. 
1976 Mary Jane Schneider to Gary 
Joseph Range, July 31, 1976. 
1976 Nukhet Dogan to Michael 
Sandwith 1976, November 24, 
1976. 
1976 Julia Ann Klutenkamper to 
James R. Black, Jr., August 14, 
1976. 
1977 Kimberly Fisher to Robert 
Irvine 1974, May 23, 1976. 
Deaths 
1901 Elinor KLENN Stone, July 
22, 1976. . 
1919 Martha Ann SCROGGIN 
Nemec, February 8, 1976. 
1919 Loula FRANKLIN Johnson, 
October 12, 1976. 
Deaths 
1919 Inez ERNEST Leathermann, 
February 19, 1976. 
1926 Helen ATKINSON Kreker, 
December 17. 1975. 
1929 Lenore LAMB, October 30, 
1976. 
1929 Mary TRIPODI Durbrow, 
November 12. 1976. 
1933 Clara Mae WATERS Stillwell 
September 29, 1975 .. 
1941 Virginia HANSEN Potter, 
August 30, 1976. 
1941 Betty PETERSON Sharp, 
January 12, 1976. 




1961 Sandnr SCHMITT Klabunde, 
a son, Jedd, May, 1976. 
1963 Kristi SLAYMAN- Jones, a 
son, Kriston Kelso, August 7, 
1976. 
1967 Margo MUSGROVE Tann, a 
son, Zachary Barrett, October 
30, 1976. 
1969 Eileen LONERGAN Baron, a 
son, Brendon McEntire, August 
14, 1976. 
1970 Karen DIEHR Oelschlaeger, 
a daughter, Kimberly Diane, 
May 23, 1976. 
1971 Jan Elizabeth BLANKEN-
SHIP Harris, a son, John Wil-
liam, April 9, 1976. 
1971 Pamela STEPHENSON . 
Johnson, a son, Giffe Thomas, 
October 6, 1976. 
1971 Beth STOKES Maupin, a 
son, Christopher, March 14, · 
1976. ' . 
1971 Jeanne WEBER Brickman, a· 
daughter, Kara Elizabeth, Au-
gust 31, 1976. 
1975 Mary McGARVEY Stock, a 
son, Gabriel Michael, July 20, 
1976. 
1976 Margaret TRIVISON. 
Hoelscher, a son, Christopher 
Scott, July, 1976: 
What's New? Any News for Class Notes? 
If yo u're one o f the hundreds of a lumni on the 
move, Lindenwood wonts to keep track of you. 
You can save lindenwood 25( by sending us 
your new address! If yo u hove news of promo-
t ions, advanced degrees, iob change s, marriages, 
bi rths, e tc., IA(e'd like to know about i t, too. Please 
complete the informatio n be low and return it 
lo: 
Alumni Office 
The Lindenwood College 
St. Charles, Mo. 63301 
Name ____________ _ 
Nome when attended Lindenwood: 
Address. _ ____ ______ _ 
City, State, ZiP---~--'-- --
__ _ Send Kit for Needlepoint - $26.50 enclosed. 
_ _ Send print "Sleighs and Trays" - $3 enclosed. 
_ _ Send Sesquicentennial Calendar -
$ 2.5~ enclosed. 
Make checks payable to Alumni Association and send to A lumni Office, Lindenwood Colleges, St. Charles, Mo. 63301. 
Club News _______ _ 
Southern California 
Mrs. Paul Ellis (Marian . Titus) 
wrote to the Alumni Office recently 
giving the following report from. ' 
Southern California: "Our Sep-
tember meeting was a "potluck:' at 
Lindenwood College 4 in Santa 
Monica and delightful. I'm sure you 
know I have been very concerned 
about the success of such a program 
in this area which is practically car-
peted with colleges-public and pri-
vate-of every description. I am 
now convinced that it is a great idea 
and Peggy McAllister's (Faculty 
Administrator of LC. 4) enthu-
siasm is really catching.'' 
Penny Harrison is the president 
of the Southern California Club. 
St. Charles 
• President and Mrs. Spencer again 
invited the St. Charles Club to their 
home for the annual "potluck" 
buffet to c;ipen th~ year's activities. 
Mrs. Spencer entertained the group 
with a program, "An American 
Family in Chile," and Dr. Spencer 
gave a brief "State of the College" 
report. 
Officers for 197 6-77 are : Mrs. E. 
J. Noonan (Marilyn Bennett), 
President; Mrs. Dennis . Hollrah 
(Brenda Martin), Vice President; 
Lisa Forstmann, Secretary; and 
Mrs. Edward Landreth (Barbara), 
Treasurer. 
St. Louis 
Fifty alumni and guests attended 
the fall meeting of the St. Louis 
Alumni Club at Sheraton Westport 
Inn. Mrs. Evelyn Spencer shared 
their impressions of life in Chile 
where they lived when Dr. Spencer 
served with UNESCO. Slides and 
. priceless artifacts added to· the 
group's enjoyment. 
Officers for 1976-77 are: Mrs. 
Christopher Smith (Sharon Serre), 
President; Mrs. John Brickler 
(Marilyn Kuhlmann), First V.P.; 
Miss Karen Keck, Second V.P.; 
Miss Mary Ambler, Treasurer; 
and Mrs. Richard Bauer (Diane 
Kennedy), Secretary. 
Kansas Citv 
In September the Kansas City 
Club enjoyed a luncheon and pres-
entation by the J.C. Nichols Com-
pany, "The Story · of Seville 
Square, ' ' at the home of . Mrs. 
James Crow (Vivian Smith). The 
October meeting was at the home of 
Ms. Joanna Townsend (Benecke) 
and the topic was "Roles of Five 
Officers of the Kansas City Club left to right ore: Mrs. Gory 
Carnes, Miss Dorothy Berger, Mrs. Leo T. Brougham, Mrs. Wm. W. 
Weeks, Mrs. Kelvin E. Bois, Mrs. William W. Townsend and Mrs. 
William A. Fisher, President. 
Tier Court System in American 
Law." 
Dr. B. Richard Berg, Vice Presi-
dent of the Colleges, was the 
speaker at the Christmas Brunch, 
December 1, at the home of Mrs. 
James Reed. Ne_arly fifty alumnae 
Dear Alumni.' 
from the Kansas City area attended. 
Mrs. William Fisher (Brittany 
Grace), the newly elected president, 
announced that a freshman from 
Kansas City, Susan Swant, is the 
recipient of the annual scholarship 
provided by the Club. 
As an important document of the Sesquicentennial, the college 
_yearbook, Linden Leaves will include a record of the year's events, 
plus a special section that will trace Linden wood through 150 years of 
growth and change. Many historical photographs will be used. 
We 're sure that many of JIOU will want to own a copy of this edi-
tion of the Linden Leaves. The yearbook will be issued in the fall of 
l 9 77. hut to meet publishing commitments, the quantity of the order 
must he decided upon by January 1977. lf you would like to purchase 
11 copy of the Sesquicentennial Linden Leaves, please complete the 
cnupon helowandretum it to us by December 30, 1976. 
We also want to offer you the opportunity to support the publica-
. tion of this edition,~s a patron of the Linden Leaves. Your name and 
class year will he printed on special patron pages in the yearbook. A 
patronage includes a copy of the _yearbook. 
The staff of the Linden Leaves thanks y ou for your support and 
we wish Lindenwood and the alumni the best in the Sesquicentenniat 
y ear. 
Nancv Schuster 
lYito.r, Linden Leaves 
Checks payahle to: Yearbook account 
- - $15 Patron ALL PATRONS RECEIVE YEARBOOK 
-- $25 Silver Patron 
-- $50 Gold Patron 
-- $10 Yearbook Only 
• 
Alumni Directory Supplement 
This supplement includes additions and corrections received after July 1977. Current 
name and address and name when attended are listed under the year of graduation. In the 
LC. for Women section, those who attended one year or more are listed under the year 
they would have graduated. Those designated with 00000 in the zip code position have 
foreign addresses and are listed separately. 
Lindenwood College for Women 
CLASS OF" 1911t 
"RS R08(RT LINOS,l!Y 
Cl.ASS OF 191 ~ 
HRS C P 8ARSl1F"IE\.0 
CLASS OF 1'9U 
NRS THOftAS ._ JAC.t<SON 
ClASS OF l"ill9 
l'tR~ HARRT Ii l(AIJANAU6H 
Cl.ASS OF 1'21 
MS F H H YAUG[R 
CLASS or 1921t 
1'1RS G B BOYD 
MRS RtC~ARO L GRAN T 
MRS W B K ANSO!t 
CLASS OF" 192::i 
1'1RS .J ,: SARR 
HRS [ J t\LC'IF'FE:NSf( IN 
Cl.ASS OF l 92t> 
l''IISS "'All'I' 1'1ARGARl T l(r~OOP 
NRS LOTllC S FIAPP 
1'1RS CH,tilH .. (S W WILL UMS 
CLASS OF 1927 
NRS GUS FUNK 
Cl.ASS DF 192S 
p,115 NARGARCT A ROBERTS 
,,RS CHARLE!,. SHA\i 
CLASS OF l':t,2:9 
MRS LLOYD F l'lllRICLE. 
MS CAHL A PAPUt[ AU 
CU,SS of UJO 
"'RS ( IC SLACt< 
Cl.ASS OF 1931 
l"IRS JOHN 0 BRAH~ 
JIIISS 1"1,UGARCT COBB 
l"IRS GL.[NN A HillW[S 
MRS F ti N[PTUNE. 
,.5 l''UIRG[RY ( SULLl'IIAN 
t\R~ lt(RRITT Jill YOUNG 
CLASS OF 1132 
"RS JAl'l(S C HAl'IILL 
"AS 'lfAYffE 4 STUKE:Y 
CLASS oi:: 1'13~ 
MRS l'tAYNAAn A CARTER 
CLASS OF 1'13 .. 
"RS. AAYl'IONn J ,.u.,otATA 
"RS GL.CNN TERRY 
l'IRS BEN S WALKER 
l'IAS JOSEPH H ZYGMUNT 
CL.ASS OF 19.S~ 
l'IRS CLIZABrTH ANN CARNAHAN 
l'IRS FR(D F HUNM;lNS 
fllflS L.AMN t. lGHTFOOT 
CL.ASS Of 19.3' 
MRS REAGIN KERR 
,.Rs DOROTHY WARNt:R 
Cl.ASS OF 1937 
MRS PAUL "ARKHAfl 
flUIS VIRGlNU. S ROSS 
CLASS OF 195& 
,.RS CONSU.NTlMO KCSSAIUS 
il"IAS J A flORGAN 
,.RS JAl1CS O ROBINSON 
CLASS OF' 19ilf0 
l'IRS WILLIAM D HUFF JR 
l'IRS PAUL A AU tz 
CLASS OF' 19,.l 
,.RS P C BARHOOVCR 
l'IISS KATHERIN[ JACOBY 
l'IRS J TRUJITON NUSBAU" 
,.RS THOl"IAS R SPCNCER 
,.RS C "ll. TON WESLEY 
CLASS OF 19ct2 
l'IAS JAflts F CHCN[Y 
NRS C [ JIICCLUAE 
"AS CDWAftO C fll[[S 
flRS ftARTIN RALPH 
"S J OAN WILLIAf'IS 
CLASS OF 19'4!1 
flRS THOJIIAS F BUCHANAN 
MUS l'IARJC JAMCSON 
flS P'IAR&ARET l'IANN 
ftRS BlLl A MIL(S 
MISS "'ARTHA WARE R089tNS 
fllRS DAVID ~fALffAKER 
ftRS ROTH H ZEISS 
ClASS OF 1' .. '+ 
"IRS HARRY t DAVIS 
P'IRS WILLIAJII D0wGHTEN JA 
"RS J[ROJIU; H HIRSCHP'IANN 
P'IAS JOHN H JONE.$ 
CLASS OF 1 9.lt~ 
"IRS J P HENRY 
,.$ VERA HUTCHCSOP,, 
M,AS JOKN A LOGAN .:JA 
MISS H[L(P,, SPROWL 
CLASS OF 19 .. ft 
NRS W [ CORBETT 
MRS OOYLt K ORCSS8ACK 
NRS T F CRJCi<SON . 
CLASS OF 1''+7 
"RS J K[ f"AI[DMitt-l . 
, usS BCTT'I' LOU HAWi<lNS 
MRS RO'!' A KJRKPATRICK 
ftRS DONOVAN '1 POBANZ 
IIRS f"IARION W PRATT 
CLASS OF 1 '9'+a 
PIRS DAVID R HANAFCC 
NRS DUANE. H(NRt 
ftRS WAI. T( R J STORt< JR 
Cl.ASS OF Ulll'1 
fllRS A0S[RT K BtlN 
CLASS OF 19!10 
P'IRS DONALD W BRANHA,. 
"RS .J OAVIN 8 URG(fi 
MRS DtAN W DIETRICH 
MRS 8£.RNARD J FOX 
NRS KATH[RINE GAlE.S 
NRS VANCE k GOVER 
NRS JOHN R KINfl'IONTtl 
fllRS [LSE~T YOGELSANGCR lI 
fllRS F C WETS 
CLASS Of l't5 1 
l'IRS ~08[RT 0000[R 
fllRS £.UG£Nt £ HtNDRtN 




CLASS OF 1 '9~2 
fUts RlCHARn OONN[l.LY JR 
PIRS BURL t. LANO[SS JR 
"RS RUlH SNYDER 
MS N t SPANGLER 
CLAS! OF 19,a 
"RS Y[RN H SCHNC lO(R 
CLASS OF 19!) .. 
MRS SUZANNr HllrU<AMP 
flllRS WllB£.Rl O WILLI AP•s 
CLASS Of 195~ 
MRS G[RAlO E FOII.D 
Pl!$ JUOllH G£01tG£ 
fl'IRS JAIICS JOHNSON 
MRS fltVtltl.'r 6 M[NNCOY 
CLASS Of 19!!ift 
ftAS JAN[ 6&'f[L CAAUTHCRS 
"ft~ JOHN O UtftlN.GUt 
CLAS$ OF' 11~7 
NRS DON&l.D GILMAN 
tARk[R, JOSEP►tlNC E 
ADAMS, CLlNOR LOI.A 
fl'ICCOAKlCK, Fill '!' 
TAYLOR , ADA 
UL00D, (01TH GRAC( 
RoWtA~D, L ORCN[ F AY( 
l NN[S; CL£ANOK 
tiAHAIS, E:lIZA0(TH 
KUOOJ), ~ ARY M 
At,01'[WS , l OTTtE S 
0JGGS , KATHAi;\lNl ALIC£ 
AOCRHOLO, MAY ROSL 
ROBCRIS, MARGAREl A 
T110l'IPSON, RACtME.l 
VAN GVILOCR, MARY 1 
ROB[ RTSOff, SUlAP>IN( 
Bl ACK, l0LA0CL 
OROSTE., V I RGINU J 
coae' "ARGARE T 
LA~ G, 00ROTHEA 
CARSON , nMtY JOY 
HANl"l[R, KAi:tGlflY t. 
L[WIS, CONill 
RttfGCR, BARBARA L 
"C CULLOth CRYSTAL LUCTLLC 
eons, PHn.LJ s 
FRCCLS, FRANCtS [ONA 
HUMPHRt.Y, LOUISt 
8LOUGH,i MARGAA[T 
COl'IBS; ELlZABE'lH ANN 
l"l(CKFE.SS[L, JUANl TA 
WJSb GE:ORGU 
BUTL[ft, ftARY FRANC CS 
OU QUOIN, OOROTHY 
Kr ITliL Y, H[LCN 
SP(AAS, VIRGINIA 
JOU.CY, MA.RY ELJUBCTH 
SAUL, DOROTHY MAC 
SfllITH, SUSAN CLAIN( 
HAYS• [STCLlE 
l'IILLER, DOROTHY G 
LAY, "1ARY VIRGINU 
J ACOBY, KATHERINE 
TAffKC, l'IA)llNC JUN( 
WCSER t l'IAATHA 
GARDEN, MARGUERllt L 
BAUP'IMrTT, KATHERIN[ 8 
BROWN t DONNA 
DODGE,, MARGARET fllARY 
HARDY, DOROTHY l"IAC 
HOUGHTON, JOAN 
SJMONS[N, DOROTHY J 
JAP'l[SON, ftARJC 
LINDSAY, PEGGY 
l3AEVSTE'.R t BETTY JAN£. 
RoB8lNS, l"IARTHA WARE 
CLIFTON, BARBARA A 
HUN£S I RUTH Pil 
MC J'l,-STtR, CUDORA D 
GAflNCR, FRANC(S EJLC[N 
WEISS, OORJS M 
ORUIF , MAR&CRY 
aun , 8£T TY J[ AN 
L ANGCNBACHCR, VCR#I 
tt[NOR[N, JO ANN 
SPROWL, HELEN 
CHACE, J'IAR.GARtT A 
DUFF, HCLtN KAY 
WAL TEAS t CHARLOTTE 
WASS[RfllAN, ROSALIE: 
1-tAWKINS, enn LOU 
STE.VENSON, RUTH t'IARGAfH·T 
JtNt<A, f"I.ARICLLill C 
t<NlGHl, PATRICIA 
lilILLU.fllSOth ROSENARY 
\IRIGHT I BARBARA J 
BROWN, BARBARA A~N 
WI LL0UGH8Y , E'llt'LYff 
MANSON, RUTH LOUIS 
MCCULLOUGH, JUN( ANN 
0RAt.lDHORS T, CAROLYN A 
WATT, ANNE MARGARET 
, YOUNG , KAtHCfUNE LOUIS( 
ADAIR, fllARJLYN JillNt 
SHCL TON, J[Aff 
F'tNNCY, SOC. 
6UFORO, NANCY JAM[ 
HAftLlN1 PATRlCIA 
BALLARD, AUDREY fl'IAC 
LJTlLCfON, BETTY J 
PARKS, HELEN M 
ToetN I SHtRLE. y J(Aff 
ftJLL[R, CLARA GENt 
ft[ISCRT t ,.AR.JORY K 
GAINES, NANCY ELIZABETH 
ROtt[RSON, NADA SUt 
wrssn, SUZANNE 
RICHARDS, JULIE 
C&,.PBELlt RUC H 
ANDERSON, JUDITH t 
WHltC, SONNI[ RUTH 
BUN, B[VtRLY 
CRANDALL, SHJRLU J 
l'ICC.LiJNty, LJTHA. JOAN 
COATSINIORTfh CYNTHU 
SO rLOORADO NURSUtG u0MC 
:520~ FAULKLANO RO 
:5900 OLD AUU.ARO RO 
123 A BAOOKOALC 
P O Box ,,2 ST CLOG OF AR 
2~01 W GRANO 
206 E 51H ST 
'+310 R[ AUHUR OR 
'7702 E VlSTA OR 
2121 S PANTANO 'jg 
100 S v_,u, HUR(N 
650 W[BSTC:R ST APT J J '+ 
TCN SCENIC WAY 103 














S1 SlNON'S lSLANU 
S GARDCN VtLLA 37 6!(1 !.Iii E.l POMPOt40 BCACH 
106 W(SlVIt W IJR f'\ATTOON 
2'9~5 S · WEBSlCR 
11 !l F ARM(,R5 S T 
12:523 PIICtF1C ST 
321 V lNE 
521f S,tNT A FC 
JP(M 11(0 CEkT[R Rf!\ 221 
,.35~ ftC CR[[ 
51 YU. ROMA 
6~~6 8AIINQYi. IN[ LN 
!155 ~ [ 11.fTH Sf 505 
,.0S RJVCR OA,-; Ok 
P O t,0)1. 12& 
8:50 N SHOR( OR NC IIPl 2D 
SEPARATIST ~D 
l& ISLA BAHIA HARBOR BEACH 
P o Box 25 · 
5727 flljEfCALFC er 
2801 NEW f'1[XICO AVE Nii' 601 
15201 OLIVE SL.YD APT 213 
10501 ANDOVER AV[ 
511 SUNSET Sl 
600 WICHITA 508 
557, MACFCL LN 
STAR RT , 80X 7~tt 
730 COAL PORT Off 
,,,o cove OR 6C 
U. .. NARIA( LAN( 
131 7 QUAIL ST 10 
16 CHAPC\. H ILL tSl 
J) 0 80)1. 25.28 
92 .. BRYSON 
9001 PINC VALLCY OR 
fl CONDOR CIR 
113 N DURKIN OR 
703 6TH ST 
505 SHERIDAN RD 
115, NORSAf'1 RO 
161S w 5RD 
23612 VIA BENAVENlt 
AT • 
10!59 NORTHWOOD OR 
800 N LINOBCRGH BLVD 
69!0 t GIRARD 209 Ii ROCHE 
R R 1 APT C 
68 LOCUST 
128 HARRISON 
11105 F'IRST AVE N 
6212 MIDNIGHT PASS RO 
._,,.ll N HA8ANA I f'1EDICCNt[R 
1500 filU[(N ANNC DR 
,.526 ARDNOA.[ OR 
52D7 l'IONAOC 
8,.0 LORIOAff CIR 
'767 HAflllLlON PLZ 
3111 t .. TH APT 22it 
2:505 C.RCSlWOOO 
&&7 LONGVIEW OR 
RT 2 80)1. 152 
llOlf N PARKWAY 27 
3~05 PARK AVE 
U9U CAST 3aTH PL 
l.fO t<ING S CT 
WINCHLSTtfl 
0"'AHA 







CROSS L AK(.S 
SCQUJN 






















































.. :51D R[AUP'IUR OR DALLAS 
HRk ORIVC fli J M MCCULLOUGt! ~C.ALLCN 
.&219 CAPTAIN HAWt<INS CT ANNANOALt.. 
W ~2, HASINGS RO SPOKANC 
R 3 eox 296A C AR80NOAU 
Rl 1 CLINTON 
9!)ti0 CUNNlNGt◄Afll AO CINCINNATI 
2U CL DORADO AVC: DANV1LL£ 
21f3 V CHlCKUW PKY M(KPHIS 
20ft WALNUT ST 
36\8 S[AHORN OR 
H02 W ROLLINS 
6700 GULf 0~ M(XICO OR 
f:100 W POLO 
SOX 82 .. FAIRl.£IGH STA 
21U W Bl.AK( 









ST LOU! S 
111'85 OA~ HURST 105 LLD 12D SCMJNOLl'. 
11921 GRAVOIS RO ST LOUIS 
RT 3 L lTTL(JOHN MO 
,25 C COCUR DC ROTA.LC 
2650 COOP[~ &VC 2llt 
2:903 t40ATK GR .. Nf, 
.. 1 HILLVALC Oft 















1 )( 7~2.2'1 
110 &,oa .. 
CA 9'+301 


















































































SD 57TH ,. 
CLASS OF 1956 
f"IRS R08tRl HAUStR JR 
f'1R,:; JA"CS I') SNYOCR 
MRS CHARLLS SlRAAYCA 
CLASS Of l 95'j 
MR~ ALLCN F' OtOOt:.NS 
"1Rs GORoON A &RUNOMANn 
l"IRS HENRY HELOSTAO 
!"!R~. MILS /, !'!AURIC.£ 
CLASS OF 1960 
l'IRS LLOYD o COLONY 
"UJS J ERRY C OUNAWA Y 
MISS KA.)' " KAZMAlER 
l'IRS W R LAOD 
,.RS W A t.lASH 
NS OONtU Jf"AN OCLKLAUS 
MRS .JOHN A PtRDUE 
CLASS OF 1'161 
"RS WILLIAM GORMLCY 
IIRS AOB[Rt G HARRIS 
"RS G(OR6£ HCRRON 
MRS DON MAGOWAN 
ftRS ROB[ tU MCtALl 
MAS YAN VAN "ETEFI 
CLASS OF 19&2 
OR SANORA RR'OAORJCtc .. ALLCN 
l'IRS JOHN CAUDLE 
ftRS CHARLCNC (DAO 
f'IRS f'IA.RY (LLCN P'IAUNt 
,nss JO AN'N MOULTON 
"RS t H OS1CK JR 
NRS ·t"IL l' H RUPPERT 
CLASS OF 1963 
l'IRS H[RNARll ALBRIGHT 
"RS t1JCHACL C O[TWIL[fl, 
Ji,S GUN[LLA Fk[OHlKSOk 
,.AS H C KCR 
MlSS LAURA R l'ICCORO 
PIIRS MICHAEL MCtftlL 
P'IRS S RI CHARO REJ Mr.L 
JIIRS fllARTHA SCOTT 
P'IRS OOUGLA~ A \IALCHtR 
HRS JO ANN O WOLF' 
l'IRS ANGUS o \IIRIGHT 
. CLASS or 19611 
P'IRS J[ANNJN[ A BINNINGTON 
l'IRS P'IARTHA A SOUNDS 
P'IR .JOHN OINKfllEY£.R 
,.S MARILYN 00NNE.LLY 
l'IRS PAUL D GATE.S 
l'IISS JOAN 1HS(HOTC 
,.AS JOHN R JURG[NS(N 
MS SARAH Kl INE 
"'RS DONALD LE.WIS 
"RS A.RTHUR O•BRt[N 
NAS .JOHN P'I SEITPIAN 
"AS k[NNETH INltUTOff 
CLASS OF 196S 
,,As DOUGLAS O BLODGETT 
MRS T l'I BROWN 
"RS "AURlCr GOLDHA"MCR 
,.Rs PHILLIP t HAM,.ONO 
flllR8 OALC HOI.LRAH 
P'IS Mi'RIJON JONES 
fllRS RlCHA.Ro S "ARSHALL 
l'IUS SU$A.N SCHtlTLCH 
CLASS OF 1'166 
"Jrn "ELBA RE:NEOEK 
HRS GEORG£ ROiiCR &Lal" 
l'IRS COLLIN R FARRELL 
NRS NARY S 6RINVALOS 
flAS C A KAU[N 
MRS R.Oft PEACHER 
fllR NEELY KARL SUNKARO 
CLASS OF' 1967 
111SS LYNNE tRENE BENSON 
MISS VIRGINIA ANN EDINGTON 
"Rs SYLVIA HOFF' .. AN 
PIIRS f:iARBARA KtNNAGY 
NRS JESSIE H KCTCS 11 l 
"RS WllllAl'I S KJRK 
NRS PA.TRICIA LASK 
P'IRS J NORP'111N RCJO 
NRS ALBERT UCKE,l[ 
CLASS or 19'8 
MS ROBCRT 8ATCrtAff 
ftRS FAEORICK W BONNELL 
"S SHARON R BRING[WATT 
KISS Cl.AIRE CISCO 
MRS CATHE.RtN[ COSTA. 
$~NORA JANC' G-AAHA,. 
"S SHIR\,.LY HENNESSY 
fl.AS VICKI JUST 
MS CANDICE "' LINDEN 
IIS CliROl. IIAXW[LL 
Mfl:S WllLlAl"I O "1CFAALA.ND 
"RS STEPHEN H MICHAEL 
flljJSS MARCIA RAUCH 
IIRS ftICHA[L TARKINGTON 
fllS SONORA VOLKJIIER 
"ISS KATHLrEN WA.MO 
CLASS Of 1969 
_f'1RS NOR"AN L AUCRBACt< 
ftS POLLY 8&JRO 
f'1RS AUGUSTUS A BARON 
flRS OENNlS M GRAhT 
f'1RS tUG'CNE V HE:.lSLCR 
ftRS RICHARn HOVLAND 
MISS SUSAN JOStPHSON 
ftRS P'IOSTAF A M KHOSROPOUR 
MRS CHARLOTTE. LAROUX 
':~:: ~:;:!c "~~r~E: 
ftRS WILLUl'I P'IALONE JV 
ftRS JARY K PERSONS 
ft$ ROBERT A L SCHOLL , 
f'1S NAN LCE SCYb£RT 
fllS ANN SILVA 
MISS GAIL STEINP'ICYCH 
"RS RICHARO C VECIO[A. 
P'IR ROY RANOALL WARREN 
f'11SS P'IARlHA lilHTTC 
CLASS or 1'70 
KISS AfllY V SECK[TT 
ftRS OANNt C BtNN(TT 
OR JUDITH a BURNS 
NRS PEGGY C.A.RNEY 
NS ANDRE COX DUK[S 
P'IISS l'IARY f"I .. L[N [NLCY 
P'IRS TOH GRrt.R 
ftS KAREN JACOBS 
"'RS SUSAN PERSON 
"ISS BARBARA J PtlTlbONC 
NRS J(AN P'l THOMAS 
P'IAS THO"AS WATSON 
CLASS Of 1971 
f"IS PHYLLlS F AL(XANOCR 
P'IRS OCNNl S l OUFNCR 
fl'IRS .JACI< JOHNSON 
l'II.SS tCRJSTJ[ l'IOCHOW 
/'IRS RIC.HARD L R01J[RTS 
fll1SS SANDRA L SI[HL 
CLASS OF' 1972 
"'RS LARRY RACON 
"'ISS PATFUCIA BAlLCY 
MRS PHYLLIS BIGBY 
MR!-. LARRY ALAN BRl.ZtNOJHE 
l'IISS LINDA SUt GRl"1 
,iRs JULIET JAKOWSKI 
NflS JOHN K JNG 
"RS DAVID IIIIJIZCLL 
KS A.LINC "OHR 
"ISS SHIRLF'Y ROPER 
MS SU[ SANn[RS . 
PIISS OCftlS( L SLAV , 
"S CHAlSTT JC sTE:VcHS 
flS ~CS\..IL VOLZ 
CLASS OF 1913 
fl£ Y[R • f"IAOCL[ INC C 
'WAl.k[A, JO 
PUNT• C.AROl R 
HOkSTftANN, ANN CLI S[ 
HAGCl'IANN, BETTY JUN 
PRYOR, BILLI( P'IARI( 
Hl:PPERTZ, C.US:.BCTH 1.' 
fllOtLL£R, HELCN kAY 
FU[S, GAIL 
KAZf"IUER, KAY M 
CURFftAtt, RUTH L 
DOWLING, MARY DIANE 
0fLKAUS, DONNA J [AN 
f'1TLL£M, SALLY 
ROSS, T[ARlLL ANN 
AOAf"IS, ANNl[JANE 
HCIL8RONNE.R, VIRGINIA C 
WORTH , K'1!TH[RIN[ ANN 
L£W[l.LCN, LORNA 
J<JNNARO, CHARLOTT[ L OUISE 
ALLEN, SANDRA C 
STRAUSS, SHARON 
JACKSON o CHARL[N'E: fll 
HILL, "1ARY ELLEN 
ftOUL TON I JO AHN 
TYIU::E ' BETTY 
HUtHER1 [MIL'!' L OUIS[ 
ALLAN, CHARNE\..LC 
KLINKER, l<ATHAYN S 
FRCDRIKSON, GUNHLA 
KER, KARAH 
NCCORO, LAURA R 
WOOO, SUSAN 
WORLt'r, SHARON L 
RITTER, MARTHA G 
YOUNG., flAAILYN ANN 
D rLLINGCR, JO ANN 
MAIR• JUOTTH L 
LANG[ND(R;G t JEAN NIN[ A 




FLtETl.1000, ,.OLLY E: 
Kl INC t SARAH 
HOLI.ENBCCK, CHARLYN "' 
'lltNEA, C.tROLYN PC ARL 
YOUNG, MARILYN ALICt 
suecR, BtTTY ANN 
GASTON, A~DRtA O. 
CAYWOOD, SALLY PEGGS 
tUCDNE.R t SUS AH E 
HAMMOND, J£RAL0HfE H 






BAKER, 90NNl A 
PATRICK, fl'IARY S 
l<ASTCN I SARA A 
CLAAl<SON, COI TH 
BENSON I L YNNC I 
EnlNGT0N, \ltRGJtUA AN,i 
HUNSICKER, SYLVIA 
PCNT[Rl'lliM, BAltBARA L 
WJTlENBORN, OUNA C 
OUKCS, SUSA.N JEAN 
JCNI\INS, PATRtCIA A 
PROWS[, JUDITH S 
UCKCL[, MARJORIE 
l'IILLER, L.(SLI[ 




GRAHA"• SANORA JA.Nt 
HOLLRAH, SHIRLEY 
CHAS[, VICK,J 










LONERGAN, (ILEEN f'I 
NIXON, JCillN KAY 
ALEXANDER, KATHY L 
FOSTER, PAl"ICLA G 
.JOSCPHSON, SUSAN L 
OOHtRTY, ANNE C 
HUNT, CHARLOTT! L 
LEA• VJCKI ftAC 
LJTTLE, PERRJC 
MCRG[NOAHL , OABNE Y 
KNClf'1U(LLtR, JARY 
SCHOLL, ROBER YA L 
SCYflERT • NAN LH 
SILVA, ANN 
STEJN"1CYCR, , GAIL 
Al.LlN, LINDA KU 
WHITE, PIARTHA 
8[CK[TT, AfllY V 
WYROCK, LINDA 
8URNS t JUDI lH A 
NAKOS t PCGGY 
OUt<ES, ANDRE: CO)l 
(NL[Y t J'IIARY [LL.£N 
STAHL, JIIARGAR[T 
or si<o . 1< ... ~rtf 
EORiffGTONt SUSAN 
P(.'TTJ80N[ t BARSARA J 
l'IAX[Y, J[AN 0 
SCHAEFI-ER, PATRICIA A 
FARR t PHYl.LlS 
FOX, fl'IARSHA 








GRl"• 1..INDA SUE 
TROTTER, JIJLICT ~ 





SLAY, OCNISC l 
ST[VCNS, CIHUSTY JO 
VOLZ, LtSL.IC ANN[ 
NRS JOHN A BAl'(lill[l.l HYO[, SUSAN 
P'IS STACEY AERBERlCH LOCIC[R • "ARY C 
MISS 80NNl[ THEA OLITZ · BLITZ, BOHNIC THEA 
PIIISS VJ CK Ir OCVCNPORT DEVENPORT, VICKIE 
MS PATRJCU j oo,uN JCNSDN-t PATJUCU 
iv!.~ STCVCN &IL8ERT HA.t,tlACK, A"Y 
NUS t"IL Y C GRIGSBY 6RlSSbY1 E"lLY t 
ftSSS NANCY KlRCHKOFF KtFtCHHOFF • PfANCy 
N.S L[NOIIA t ANCE ROGC,-St LtNORA 
MS DAN l'IAOOOX SHlttKUS, JANA RAE 
MISS TERESA NORSE MORSE, T[ACSA 
AAS ROklltT ttAIH BAl TZ, tll UBETH T ""S RICHARD M SLAU8HltR FAtD"CYCA, lINOI lU 
MS WILBUR su.,c .. UEA ~lTAGG(ft[t[A, lltUTH C IIUTTER 
MtS CARL UUN . ,..,,..-..,.\~.~~~.riSCHULTZ', NAfC(Y 
Jif'ISS .JOCEL,TN' ~~·-• •· '1 TUfUrll(II t • .JOCI;~ YN , 1 
lOlt,O tctNNCRL Y RO 
12715 8ROKCN BOUGH 
2013 U,KE SIOC LANE 
1 75 QUINOARO CT 
llll LOCJ<ETY LAH[ 
'jQQ HAUSER 
3,:. :..cot;~;.:, ac 
6565 FAUil GIFT PL 
13828 NEW 8ARt< C lR 
79 FLORE;NCC RO "PT 2C 
1516 FAIR 
77!1 OROADW"Y 6 
2221 E.NTl TY 
63l' H ST 
10508 "1[RCA00 'IIAT 
53!52 TROW RR 1 OGE D~ 
COWARDS l'IILL RO 
8 53 WOOOB J NC 
'+501 ALCOTT OR 
.509 Ktll. Y CT 
q,2ct S 6TH ST 
22 GLCN AVC 
2 .. 3 HANCOCK AVt 
BOX 338 RFO l 
1 702 RAflAOA BLVCI !).PT 0 
lfl&7 N DOWNER 
7!)!12 HARLAN WALK 
105!5 1'111 SON OR 
3020 CAflllNO CALANOfUt1 
2120 S ttfGRAI\. "Ill RO 2't7 
300 l'IAPLE.WOOO OR 
lf815 GRANO AVC~4UC 
R D 3 MEADOWBROOK CSl 
1,32 PARK OALt 
505 C0LL£GC 
P O BOX 28 
1 H, Sl0Ht._r IGH AVt 
6aD!5 WASHJHGlON 3C 
1,61 CANOISH LN 
1732 S !HH ST 
:52 NOB HILL cove 
2311 LAKE GEORG[ DR 
6 BCLAIRC CT 
ST .AR FtT SOUTH eox If'+& 
30!5 CHESTNUT 
R l Box 68 
11619 WtLCOfl£ 
11 U Sl<YLARK OR 
UOO fl'IORNINGSIOE OR ff C 
'+706 Ell'l0R00t< OR 
20.?lf GLtN CAGLE 
2ctO,__ HTH ST 
1!5''6 CCOARNILl DR 
7910 VJLLAGE OAK 
111 PARKER AV£ 
Ul20 CL CA"ENO REAL OR 
.!98 B MJO TRAIL 
21' S J STR[El 
RO 1 80,c 375 Di+ 
2ct50 FINI.CY RO 
960 N 1ii1 2:NO 
808 MONTCRY OR 
2!552!5 KIOWA OR 
2337 SAN PAOLO AVE 
P O BOX !5315 
uo&6 CLAR[WOOo 
13 POINTER ct 
H60!5 N[ 311TH H 23 
lf.2'1!5 TAM8f'R Cl 
17!5 ALTO Cl 
139 .. H POST UAK OR 
28D1 FAR" ROAD 
2a;so CLLISON OR 
,o "'AIN ST APT O 7 
l'+,.3 S BOVlN 
& l"IONUGU APT t 
95 N l'IOORLANO J C PENNY CO 
11 H L RIGGS eox &96 
BOX 21 .. 296 N ST ATE Rt 2 
1:5311 P0TRCR0 AVC 
1 JAIIIES OR 
60:5 SUBURBAN APT 
21D'9 L ANO(R LAN£ 
R R 10 
,.90 S ALFRED 
135! B NORTk GAMO(N DA 
1103 PERSHING 
.. 617 S 63RD 
!590lf GROVE AVE. 
uoe TAYLOR OR 
18220 F'ALL[NLtAi:- CR 
75 WALLER AV£ 
2917 MOCKlNGBIRO DIR 
&702 N 21ST WAY 
1&32: AUGUSTA CIR 
1810 MA.RENG-0 
2513 GRANADA WAY 
7 "AC OONALO CIR APT 5 
P 0 Boll ,. .. ~ 
BOX 31& SCOTIJSH Rill OORM 
!5\ 29 HANSEL N 12 
114+4+ N RCVCRC OR 
3'7 Wltst RO fli SiTROUf 
1'!58 SPRlNGTREE OR 
RT • 
!50'+ ULSIE TtUS A I 
131!55 0L0 HALLS FE.RAY RO 
~U Wt"STCH(STER OR 
10 NCPTUNE CT 
1602 ASHLAND 
121~ S 0LCCKLCY APT 114 
BOX !56 
522 W CARPCNTCR 
21.21 N 8AYSHORE OR 810 
2"18 F~CMONT ave SOUTH 
579 1 2 T0NOOTA ::iT 
P c eoi :.1~2 
1'112 C.,RCEN "'T OR JH 
2.222 FULL£A RO APT 1212 A 
3606 BARHAM U:502 
1.309 PARtl: GARO(lf RO 
3203 PARK L AK( OR 
3'+2 PARK AV[ APT 5 
U26 OUlCk "lll:L Dt-t 




















































































































" INNCAPOL IS 
lOLCOO 










'-n MEI.AN! [ er FO~CROFT APT CHAP[L HILL 
10D HOP[ ST ~O 
5332 0RJ0LC 
226,Ji SUNLEY CT 
3160£. 17TH PLACE 
70D ROCKY REEF' RO 
lll PARK 
17D1 CL" 
.5566 ST JOACHlfl 
8670 N 6'4lH ST 
2211 UNIV BLVD EAST 
toe THA'W'tR 
2176 CRESCENT 
~27 POLt( BLYD 















, ,oe N BALES 31D GLAOSTOIIE 
~01 TJ,.A[RV000 CT ST CHARLES 
3960 HILLIIIIJAN AVE BflONX 
6 701 BARTIIIIJCR APT 2 W $1 LOUIS 
6126 01:lP CJl:[Et< OR PROSPECT 
l621t0 SAN PEOEAO LOT 99 SAN ANTONIO 
Ult TOflllPKJNS ST• CHARLES, 
2.20 C HILLCREST APT ~326 0£.ICAlB 
651: L00"1S AYE CUYAHO&A. FAl.LS 
101 K[NWOOO ANN ARBOR 
7'71t FLOfUSSANT RD ~011:MANDT 
917 FROST ST [ JA.CKSONVILL[ 
216 $ SUMMIT BQWLJNS G~CEN 
710 P(flftT S.1 ST CHAttLCS 
3271 WARPl[N!IYJLL[ RO APT ,a SHAKUl HEICHTS 





fllO 6 3122 
1"10 foi+628 
~ri v3&.!<t 
f"IO 210ct .. 




























"o 60 37 
NY 10512 
MO E.3130 






























CA 9212 .. 
flt .. 8661 
GA 30021 
VA 22302 
1'10 6!!!i8D1 , 






















L A 7011!1 
VI 53713 
'NY lU:011 




















" 1 lfalOfl 
CA ,0066 




































CL.i.S~ Of 1'J7"i 
'1M~ J llfH. G f;OL ll 
JIIIM, l'OH ua, C 
Kl C..!") l'IW'I t 00)-tOl,[l 
"P'!. ;-..u~AJ. rfl;Lft"OLL 
tt1 ,s ~Akl r ou, 
,i~ tn·Tul,\ t~5.tr,PfU JS 
~ l (;:S (LA\.lt.llA L (dUOI C I 
""H!'t 1•0 11 IIO~OON 
"TC.!:- 1<. 1'11 h Lf"(tt HALL 
f',U ~t; ~Ltl\.CrA Atm Hill 
,. , ,;~ H I I l'I , 1At1Sl",AN-
'1 I S~ IH.1 :-tl Jl'lf"IJ SON 
l". I S~ VIC.Wlil Hl'IC JON(:, 
ttk~ 11011 \.MOI..K 
tO•~ ~,•HUCK l/1.'I' 
"ISS PHYLLIS "lTlCN 
"lSS JANICr Nl:POSCHL•ff 
"ft$ IIA.ll't' LU NOAOCN 
ftlSS SAi.LT .JANC NUS 8A1' 
,U CAftOL,. TN Ill IIUO 
POSS ROStll&ftY JI RIC[ 
"S KARCU " ROGCR5 
IIIS.S JULIA tC AOWLA.NO 
'IS JANt::T SCHOWC 
ftRS QC,~NI S S[IQ[L 
KISS J[NNU'CR SOYK[ 
lllSS l'IAI\GU[l L SULLIYAff 
f'tRS tl:ATHLtrN THRASHER 
"RS KARL V&CCK 
"us BUFF OU ..,, TSON 
lllSS "ARU.'l'NN W[NM[KER 
"lSS CHftlStlN[ VIL.SON 
CLASS OF un 
NUS KU~ AU.NOW 
11111.5 TWYLA AR$CNA.UL T 
MISS Cl◄[ftYL AUSTJft 
"ts$ JUl,.U C AUSTIN 
MS L.AURA ROS( B,\HA 
"us JUOY AUR 
IIISS TONJ LYNN 8,\RNES 
,uss VANDA 1,,.0U etu. 
PUSS LUA ARUCRC 
"1~S SAU,"t BUIU 
JIU$ P.URlCU A CA"PBElL 
1115S ,u:tn ... ,.. CAR"ICHA[L 
1111.$ .. oecn CAllTCR 
ftUS JACOUCLJNC CHACC 
,nu HAULt[ CL!F'fORO 
l'USS THt:flCSA OOVNEY 
f'IRS R " ORrwts 
"'lSS CLCCh f CAlON 
f'IUS NANCY [S"RIDG[ 
,iAs DONALD CIJANS 
MRS PUCHAEl fO)I 
"S NANCTTC C FRANC IS 
"us JUI.It FfUTSC.H 
"JS! JAN[ ( GARDNCR 
"JS$ NANC. Y Gl TQIICA 
"JS$ SUA GRANGER 
"11$ PAIUL HANS[II 
IUSS OCIAA H[ftBR[C 
NISS flA.lll' CllZA8tTH HILL 
NUS CAROL l,.UNN .JACOBS 
IIJSS JANINr JOHNSON 
"RS .,,10t+H KaNSTCJNER 
"IS$ JAN!Ct KCNT 
"lSS JUDITH ANN LIGHT 
"US "AAUN LUNOY 
IIRS OONA.LO [ flARSCt 
NZSS SUSAN flCCORMACk 
fits$ flCLANJC .J "CILAOY 
"RS J[WCI. " NCN[Al 
"S $UCCY ~IUTH "UCHEl..l. 
"US NANCY IIORGAN 
"S CHlll&llNA AHN[ ftURPttY 
"U.S Cl.L(.N NAVIES 
ft.5 flARU.1\(1 S PHI LLIP$ 
fllSS PCNlLoPC C POt.LARO 
tUSS NCU 11:tNICk 
fllSS ANtlA I RODARTE. 
f'IRS CJhOY l ROGG.CR 
KISS LAURCN SJIUUNS 
"S NANCY OFLlU SPANG\.tR 
i'»-- ::~• u::~::~ :'~~~CNC'I' 
PU SS NANC. Y A TUNISOfl! 
"ISS G.t,IL uCH"AN 
"RS l.A~C A VANOIVCR 
,nss VALi.Rf[ A WtLSCHft[Y[Ft 
cuss or un 
fl1SS JOCtL'l'N ALVCS 
JIU$ IIAIUi,U(T " BARRY 
.. s "&RY f\AR<iARCT BARRY 
"us PATfflCIA SIRK 
"RS JA"CS R BLACt( JR 
"us ltANC'I' BUfLCR 
flJSS AtOtCCA CHRIST 
" JS$ SUUNN( S,t.NS couctt 
MISS $U$&N O[LAN(Y 
ftlSS PATMltJA GlOSCll[Y(R 
II.US s<Jsu (i00D 
MS PHILJP GRU&[R 
MS CLIUBrJH HA.l'\lltlCK: 
IUSS SARA iiO~SON 
MISS JUOlTH ,JA,t,;[ JOHft.S.ON 
IIISS fltUl't[H K[lLY 
"ISS H#IIHCT KJAKLCY 
PUSS LYNN !'tUSAN KROtOCR 
l'U SS SUSAN LANG( 
"us JANt LIHDSlY 
l'IIR5 LYNNE ,t. LUC'H(R 
"ISS MARGA.ACT LYNG 
1'1115$ Altt( P'IATTHtWS 
/IIJ!S PUKJc: U P'ICCLlNTOCK 
JIU$ PATRJcU MUE:R 
,.JSS J[rHJCA fttRJC ftOORC 
"IS$ fl&AY rLlCti ft0YL.&N 
~IM• '-AIJfolLH :iol "l'.!HS 
1\$ N,.NCY oruz& SP•NbL[R 
ftl~$ JOAlrfNr STUHfl: 
""~ nAkftl,fl,1 A s-,E[NCY 
"IS$ NANty A TUNISON 
Nl!,..S OUL UCHN,1N 
l'IRS ZAii[ A VA~OltJ(h 
KJ.11,;S YAt..LRI( A Wt.:L!liCt41'1CYlR; 
tLASS nf. J~H 
l'IUS JUCLLYN .ILVLS 
ntss Nl'IHC,,l'IACf " UAkRl 
HS fllAH'I' "AftGARll BARMY 
NH,,S PfllTKltl A Riki< 
l\li,t JAN("I ti AUCK Jft 
l'O~S "lt.t.U flUTllk 
•n~s ALttlCC"& CHRIST 
"'1M1. SUiilHN[ ,C.&NS COUCI[ 
1'111'~ SUUff Ott.ANCY 
"l~S Pt.THIFU GI.OSL"CYER 
,n~s SUSA" c;uoo 
MIi~ l'tUt.l., t.kUU[M 
PIH~ LlJa:.18rTII t4AMHJttC 
NJ:;$ SM~A HODGSON 
1'91~$ •• menu J•HC JOHNSON 
Kl M• f'll-'Uh(rN K[LL T 
,u~s hiliffL'¥ KJ,-KLU 
l"lt~-r Ulik <:UUN KAOCDCR 
"IM SUSAN LAffGl 
Ml."$ .JAJtL I IHUSAl 
IUI~ I. TUHl I lUChlk 
tU~.S "'A"-Uttt1 L Yh-G 
P'IJ:-:t A.LICC l'lAThl[VS 
f'J!\$ J'tAlklCIA MCCLINTOCK 
ftl~S PATftlru KCY[R 
•u ~s JL$blr.4 P'IAHI[ IIOORC 
NU.S ,iiA10· fLL[ N 1'i,0Yl.AN 
PIUS (HCRYL l!UICH 
NUS .JANE: NCSSLAGC 
""s 0r:e0RAM sue PAL"ER 
PIUS IHSll:IO PCDERS[N 
"IS$ PATkJCI,t, S P(NDCR 
"us .SU.UH P'JP[A 
"IS$ JCNHl,[Jt JANCT Jt,t,&U$ 
RISS CAROL l IIIA.HOOLPh 
ftlSS t.llltlll:Ct. •oscHTHAL 
IIUS OUNC. SfllfH 
IIISS fllUAIII STctL 
flUS JO ANH VAUl[R 
"US 841'.BAU TA.KU 
CLASS OJlt ltl'T 
"ISi "ARY Al'flSfflONG 
RISS PAflCU DAJUY 
RISS etTtt CAPL[S 
IUSS CH.attLOTTC O hflDHCA 
MS ROUU L HVINC 
IIJSI Stit'tAL S KtLC[ 
Ill it JOU l AMtRT 
NUI J U.LlN 1..0N5 
"ISi LTHM O ICHUfUM 
fllH M IPII S W&JIO 
PIUS JANLT H VISE 
CLASS OF lnt 
ftlSS ftlCtttLLt RORLILLO 
I'll JILL IIIAYIIIOHO 
BUTH, 8JR8ARA .J 
COL.l lN$ , P(GGY 
l)(lt40ilt(Y, ., ... C 
"'•'•Sll lNCR, SUSA~ 
cnCf4• ,_ARY 
l~Sll4PRtlS, CYN'TttJA I. 
GtUOJCI, ClAUDJA L 
Ullhth) , SUSAll 
IOL.l • 1\1\THlf[N 
IHl,L, flfBfCCA ANN 
J A!ISNAN, HILA 
UnHuCRGtk' B£1SY 
Wr(KI.LV , 'vlCtCI i:i,AE 
$Nn01< • CAROL 
PrNGCLL y' Jr I N F 
ll(TrCH, PHYLLIS 
NEPOSC.HL.AH, JitiNICC 
HGRD[N, fllllY LU 
Ntl<li9'"'• SJU Y .JAH[ 
RC&D, CAllO\.YN II 
Ritt, ROS[IURY fl 
Roc.cA.s . """cu e 




SULLIVAN, "ARGARCT L 
GALl,AGHtR, KATHL£CN A 
6RAVCS , MARY .JJLL 
WATSON, BUFF OU 
V[NN[l([R , "ARIL. YNN 
1111.SON, CHRJST!NC 
AtlAHOV, l(J" 
OOHNtNKA"P • lV'l'LA 
.t,UUIH, C1itt1Yl 
AUSTlH, JULIA E 
W[NTZCll, lAURA ROSE 
OUR• JUOY 
8,1,ftNCS, TONI LYNN 
8[LL• WANDA LOU 
BRUCRC, LISA 
BURT t SAltAH 
Ca,.P81:LL , PATRICIA A 
tAR,.JCHd.l • ft•ftY ANN 
Jl,t,HFT, 1...0111:UN 
CHAC[ 1 JACOUCLtNE 
Cll,fOIII(), NATALI[ 
DOWNCY t Tt1,ttl:tsA 





FRANC JS , NANElTC C 
FRI TSCH, JUllt 





HILL• "A.RY [\.lZA8[TH 
J&COIS, CAflOt. lYfrfN 
JOHNSON, JAHUIE 
KOUAT[IC 1 DOROTHY ft 
KCNTt JANJCC 
LUHT, JUDITH itiNff 
LUNDY, ftAR UN 
OURNING, SUSAN 
" CCOR."ARK, SUSAN 
"Cit.ROY• "[LANI[ J 






POlLARO, PCN[LOPC C 
RCNICk, fll[U 
IIOOARTt, ANTTA 
ROGG£R, CINDY L 
SJP'IIUNS, L.t,UR(N 
SPANGL[R , NANC.Y OE:.t.lU 
$1UHR, JO&NNt ' 
Sl.ctNty, l:sAR&AkA ANN 
TUNISON, NANCY A 
UCHl'IAN, GA IL 
STO/.IK, AN~ M 
W£1.:.CH"[Y[R, V&LCRI£ 
Al V[S • JOC[L YH 
BAfllR'r, PIIAIUiAACT K 
8ARRT t ftARY "ARGARCT 
OIRK, PATIUCU 
tCLUTtNKAKPCR, JULIA A 
OUTLCR, NANCY 
CUR UT, R,(8EC.CA, 
COUCIC , SUUNN[ SAN$ 
OCL.ANU t SUSAN 
G1.0SC1'1(YCR, PURJC I .I 
liOOO, SUSAN 
SCHNUOtR, JCAN 
BURbANK, ['LIZABCTH P 
Moue.so ... SAAA 
JOHNSON, J001TH .JAN[ 
Krll. Y, 11.t,UIICC'N 
K111lKLC't• NANCY 
KROC OCR• l YNN SUSAN 
L.AHGC, SUSAN 
LI HOSAY, JAkt 





IIOOIU:, J(S$1CA "'ARIE 
tt.OYl.,AH, "ARY Ct.LEN 
SUIKIN$ , LAURCN 
$PANGLCll, NANCY DELIZ.A 
STUHM, JOANN£ 
SWECNCY, AAA.8ARA ANN 
TuNJSOff, NlNCy A 
UrHMAN, 6.IIL 
$TOHK, ANN N 
Wl'\.SCU'1(YCR, IIAlERI[ 
AL\lrS, JOCCL TN 
8&RRY 1 11,&AGARCT l'II 
BARRY, "ART "AR6ARC1 
UJMK.• PATRICIA 
IClUf[NKAIIIP[R, JULI• A 
8UTLCA, NANCY 
cMH.ut, Rreccc.., 
COUC h:, SUZANNC !;ANS 
DCLANCT • SUSAN 
C.I.OSCP'ICYCR, Pt.TRICIA 
Gnoo, SUSAN 
sc•1Nt tDCR, JEAN 
81JRHMlt(1 'LIZABCTH P 
HOOC'..$0t4, S•AA 
JOUN$0N, JUOJTH JANC 
KrLLYt "AUR((N 
l'flRIII.LC't', IUNCl 
IIIICOCOlR , I. YN~ SUSA.ff 
LANG[• SUSAh 
lJN0$AY, JANC 





"nOMl , JtUJCA NARI[ 
ftOYLAN, "ARY CLLCN 
"UlCH, CHCR't'L. 
NtSSLAC.( • JANC 
, JSHCR. DC BORAH sue 
P[OC"-S[N. ZNGRID 
PCNDElll, P'ATAICJA S 
PJPCM• SUSAN 
AA8ll$, .JCNNIFtll: .JANCl 
RaNOOLP'H • CAROL L 
AO$CNTHAl • #IIHDR£A 
S"l1Ht OUHt 
lfCtLt "IRU" 
WALKER, JO &NN 




SitittONCA. CMitillLOTTC D 
FU:H(II, 1Uft8["L Y K 
tC(L.C( t SH[YIIL $ 
'-•"'CAT, vOAN 
LON', J CLL[H 
StHUlll&H, L l'NH 0 
VdlD, KJPI S 
IIU:.S, JAktT tt 
OORLILLO, •1tH[LL£ 
R&Y"ONOt J!lL 
n,o CU,.8[ALANO \.ANDING S T CHARL[S 
I TRAllSIDC O•fALLON 
10 [VCA&AC[N OR UPPCII SlOOL[ RJYER 
42SF PCUR1fOY ST LOUJS 
lfCo!Ol S UlANl A TU\.SA 
"U A \.lffOEttWOOD Cf ST (ttA"LCS 
an KHtliS CUFF RO Sf LOUIS 
'170t DlNTON APT 112 0 AL.LAS 
211~1 t li6TH P\. TULSA 
• R I SY[LLill 
6 610 CIIAHA,[RLAIN Sf LDUI S 
71 !J N c ~101.co11e MUNDtl( lN 
UH 1 000NSL1 CK $f CHARLCS 
TROWAA!OG[ PO eox 2:i!'I COVCNTRl' 
6:!181 F ~TRCET SPM I NGFlELD 
100'1 POWCLL ST ST CHARLES 
21,a HUNTLCI'H SPAJNGFlCLO 
1005 J(FFCASOH ST CttlRt.CS ,,u JOftAtt DR rAtMFAX 
100 ORLtANS N&TCHCZ 
eaie JCF'FCRSOH ST S f t,.OUJ$ 
:UO l 2 "tODNOUGH ST tHARLCS 
700 SHAOYW000 RJCH.t,ROSON 
2&2 8t:t4T OAK LAl<t Sf LOUIS 
16 $UNSE:T CT MORJIIANQY 
100 PCNNSYLYANU IIIWIN 
'7U VIRGINIA "INES RU ST CLAIR 
1910 ALA"EllA lV[ APT A ALAJ1(0,\ 
21' W OAKlCY OR N W AP1 111 WCST"ONT 
WICKA80A6 VAl.l..cY RO W(ST BROOKFICLO 
"IDOL( TOWN 
226•'1 N01TtNG.ttAft N 81RKINGHA"' 
,20 $ sec.ONO APT 1 Tt 2 .SPIUHI.FICLO 
221 W NU~ ST "OAGANF' !CLO 
ua, SWOPE PARKWA'I' KANSAS CJTY 1,,0 • GRC(NTREC LN ST \.OUIS 
120, N LOUIS[ .SANTA ANA 
2306 ORCNT 010 SPR lN~ 
R I\ 1 OOX 62 ROSCDitiLC 
4001 11AYS AIIIIARILLO 
'-6 AU8URNOAL[ $T LOUIS 
Ulll' CHCRRY KitiNS,\S CITY 
-.o ST ANOA[WS OR 8£&V[R FALLS 
.ua• A.SHlCY DR OICLAHOIIA CITY 
ue NT V(AHOH SPRINGFICLD 
PILG(fl 
• a ELSUCRAY 
300 V 2$1 Sf N[W YORK 
n, TovcR GROV[ DR ST LOUIS 
30H PAAK AVE ST CHARLES 
1io6 WAYCRL 'I' 01(l.,AHOPIIA CI TY 
, SUNNYBRU: Cf BALL VIN 
220 AUHP'ICICR llALLWU~ 
U VALLC't' o.q In Cl[NCNS 
UU S WALNUT SPUHG~ ltLD 
U2D [AST 8TH ST fllCHlG,\N CITY 
1023 NtlftOSC AVC "Cl.ROS[ Pt.AK 
1U "AYCR DR .ST CHARLCS 
IJQ)I Ul PtARL HAR80M: " tO FP'O SAN F'RANClSCO 
a Pc",o"o Pl Ll8CRLY 
ST(L\.A 
•OOII HI A WATHA V[ST $JOUX CITY 
108 N .&\IC 8UCON 
110 JtHE:ASON VASHlNGTDN 
ao, CYPR( SS ST Ct4AALCS 
l O SAN PUGUCL OR ST CHARLCS 
206 ft081NH00D TRAIL I.OOKDUT MOUNTUN 
P O flOX 172 SHOW LOW 
,059 WH]T[ HAIJ[N n LOUJS 
zo, ( MUN ST OOWLING EiRtCN """If LCOUC S T LOUIS 
l&'r!t KALAWUNAOLE 60~ HILO 
HOO NOlll:THW(ST lOTl1 ANORCWS 
lS 8RUIII: ,\PT ZO tl(N CLLYN 
1107 G9'ACC. AVC 9RCNTWOOO 
au ftONlll:0[ APT 1A Jt,FCIISON Ct1Y 
11 L•J'ATCTTC ST flAfllDLCHCAD 
UU $J6lCY ST CHIUIILCS 
.ua,i SU,.ft!T KANSAS CITY 
,a:t!i LINOCkW000 ST 1...ou1s 
201 A2 H1GH OR hLC" HtkeOu "NDAl.USU 
,o& w 01◄ 10 
:::, \:::Ft[LO ,AIJ!: 
.. 00 DAL TCZOR ! 
DCCR L.CAP RD 
6900 CHH'INC:l ROCK 
ttOO 8AllClOH 3 
A J 80)1 8lo 
500 "0NR0t 
1020 N ~TH ST 
924' N C&f'£ ADCK' DR 
19U C SAHRNE 
,~1' TJMAf'..RWYCI< 
li+05 H(RlTA(.[ t.ANDltlG 
180-5 W LAKC OR, 
2901 BLANCJi[TT[ 
SU CRAW~ORD 
.'70 f.ARY CT 
e••a CONCORD Pl 
, o eox. ,, 
7322 IIAV'lNU 
uoe RICHAAOSON APT 2 
lf20't $ SPRING 
100 W C~CRRY 
e.:n a TURTU. CR[(K 
U CONWAY SPR I .. GS 
ST.IPl Rf C OO)I !8 R 
LUil WINSO~E J....PT 101 
11 L(NO>t' PL 
::!009 UttCH~ODD 
UO&l FRANCI.AR 
Zl .. WASHINnON A'JE 
HU BADGER PARKVU APT ' 



































201 A2 HUH OR SALCfl MARBOU ANOAlUSIA 
•os w OHIO CLtNfON 
tH, N G.t,ltflCl.0 IIYE HINSDALE 
2$05 PARK ST C'HARL[S 
lfOO BALTCZOR 3 ST PCTCMS 
DC[R LCAP RD RJO,c 
1900 CHHiltlEY ROCK HOUSTON 
1100 BALTCZOR 3 ST P[TCAS 
A S 80)1 86 
SO,.lf MONRO[ 
1020 N 5TH ST 
,z, k CAP( ROCI< OR. 
1936 C SAtCAH[ 
'37 TJP'IOCRVYCK 
1'05 H01fAGC l.,t,NOlNG 
1103 W lAICC OR 
UOI BLANCH[TlC 
Sl& CRAWfORD 
:!110 ~ARY CT 
&"'ta CONCORD PL 
P O BOX '" 
U22 Rt.VJNU 
uoe RICHAA0$0N APT :2 
't2U. S SPRJN.i 
200 W CHCRRY 
6Ja 8 TUNTlt CR([I( 
1' CONWAY SPRIH,S 
su11. 111T c eox 31 e 
6121 WIHSOl'tE APT 101 
U LCNOll PL 
1009 BLCCHVOOO 
120Sl flUNCUIIR 
2ltl WUHINGfON AV[ 
2)21 ~ili0GCA PiliRKWU APT 6 
1111 WUSON itiPT 3 



























R I 80)1 2 .. 2 O'FALLON 
2:U PtRAY Sf (HARLE.$ 
120 S 6 TH S1 ST CMAALCS 
&!2 LIIK[ All[ ll[&STtR iROV[·S 
,,a COOK[ A'J[ RICO SlONC ARSCN.Al 
21' S Cfll[ST AO CHATTANOOGA 
31' W0001..AWN CASA.LON APT •.t O•FALLON 
UU P'IOCKlNGBlftD DA ST CHARL[S 
Ill BONLtY flO HAY[NF0"0 
l sT[V[NS ST AVON 
lltOO& IIOU OR ANN&NDA\.[ 
a,a, PARKlAfr,[ ST LGUJS 
R l eox 38 4 P'IOOt 
AOUT[ 1 
"'00 L.INDtt.l. 8LYO APT UH ''°' GOL.F f[RA 
Ill llll 4 29 IIJMLT WAY OR 
,2, 4'1TH $1 ,\Pl • 
•110 SUIAltVOOO TRUlS 
ano au1V1tlll 
2'0" "HHOLI#II 
nu a lt0CfCF011tO MO 
BOll UI 
uoa OLD MVT "' 
H•a S OETROIT ST 















• o .,.,. .. 
NJ o·nse 
MO ,.n, .. 
OK ,~uo!5 
•o , .uo1 









•o 6 Sl01 












•• HS~? •A 01sa, 










"° Ul61 PA 1:11010 
OK 13120 







•o ,5011 •• " 601t3 IL 6110ft 
IN .... uo 
PA 1,12, 
MO '"" CA ,,.io 













•o •.n•• •o ,,101 
MA ouu, 





"° 6S301 •• '3476 NY lUU 
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Officers of the St. Louis Llndenwood Alumni Association at their fall meeting 
at Sheraton Westport Inn are: Diane Kennedy· Bauer, Sharon Serre Smith, Karen 
Keck, Marilyn Kuhlmann Brick I er and Mary Ambler. 
Lindenwood College for Men 
CLASS Of 1912. 
l"IR BUJL nKAIUS 91+1 OLVO t ,AST 28 WC[HAVl<tN NJ 0700 
CLASS Of 1973 
filR FRANti: Ar.:C&RA lNO 8 S HI\.LIJl(W DR ST P(T[AS •o ,u·a 
l'IIR lllCHAtl ALL lSON R1 BOx. ua HC(l YVILLt MO U95't 
"A .JOHN R RAl<[ 'oltlL 66 8 S"ITH HALL UIIC COlu,ieu "° H201 M ALCUhCl(A 8t.OJ 221?1 CttAABO ST CHAIILCS "° 65301 "'R STCVCM I( 0 11:RlkGtR lOH "A.DISON &PT 8 $1 CHAllllCS •o U301 
NR 111:USS[Ll O I I SH ,,~ [ 2'ifD S APT 10 ULT LAK[ CITY UT a,101 
M .JOC GUhtfUC l6U S HARR f SON A"llllllO Tl '7tl02 
ftA llllCHA"D ll(Olffli 511t2& CLtHfON BLVD NO I JACNSON MS 39205 
"R OANlt:L r KAODOX IOI f(E:NWOOO ANN AfUIOA "' ,eus flR RlCHUtO " SI.AUGHT£~ 216 S SU"Nlf BOWL.It" GltCCH OM u,02 
IIR JOHN UfLOR 161 VALDCN ST C.11"181UOGC MA ou1, 
CLASS OF i,1-. 
,3ao1 ftR flAfTHCW .J OtCKSTtDT 1020A N FJFTH ST Sf C►iARI.ES •o 
"R GLEN CtJINY 112 CLAY ~T BOWL lN(; GRCCN OM .. ., .. 03 
JIiii THOl'IAS $ OAf\N I OtS 1121 COWARD TR R ICHfil0N0 HEIGHTS "° U117 ftR JOHN F OOOl.CY Coill A LJNOCNWOOO CT Sf CHARLU "° '3301 ftJ\ fORTlN J H(Nll 2120 OCCAN PARK &LIJO AP1 C SANTA "OMICA CA ,o4'o, 
MR STtPHEH HOCLSCH(R ~U JACKSON ST S T CHARlCS •o UlOl 
MR R08CAT L l"ll&H .JR 917 'ROST ST [ASJ JACK$0NVILLt •L 32221 
ftR "ICHlll Ill: PORTCR 121 flON.111:0( #IIPT lA JCFFCRSON CI T1 •o 65101 
Aft JAftCS RrCKCTTS TU ST CH1IIIL(S AV[ AJ.>T 8 Sl CHARl.[5 MO 63301 
Cl&$$ OF' 1'75 
liR OONALO r liUCk SOUTH MAIN 8UTLtR •o , .. no 
NR lL[FfHtltlOI N l<AARAS 12:, BILOU OR itiPT B NORJIIIAN OK '13011 
"R "ART I~ l. SHCRfllN ,01 S"N JUiliN &Pf 1 C ST CHARLCS •o ,,,01 
CLASS OF 1 ~Tt•,-.. 
P'IR HARRY L COHOON 111 12 HONtY LOCUST \.N ST CHARLES "° li:!1301 KR Z[G<iAI 1< JQANE 8901 S 6W,'N S T LOUIS •o UHit 
"R JOHN tttaL 7107 UANQ[RO APT F ' ST LOUJS •o 63111 
JIIIR THOftAS MAK LOK WONG U OF NClrl ORl,CANS I> O UOlt NtW ORI.CANS LA 10U2. 
Lindenwood Evening College 
NR UililtlL W CMAWf-ON.U 
l"IR LUYU 110QL.8ttY JH. 
IIH: LAH:HY T JOIJC 
Foreign Addresses 
MRS THOMA~ ob& R(AOAL 
~CHINA ,~LF OIL en LTD 
TAIPLI 1 0b lAl~AN RO ( 
MRS ANN HANA~AL1 
CALLL 8 7H8 LAkA~dLA 
MR YA SUMll.111 MllSUI 
KOENJJ-MlNAMI SURINAMIKA 
MISS FLAVl~ KAISA 
PC UvX l.S2~ 
M~ MARIO HALLAOARES 
P <, BOX 832'> 
"ISS NuKh[T GvGA~ 
TAkSJM ~ElE CAD 3b/9 
MRS RONALv k ~O0Rt 
17 OKJOll CH~SCt ~T 
Miss YURI MAJstlA~A 
28•9 KA~lYA~ACHD ShlBUYAKU 
MR TERENCE SIJ~ELL 
37 Lilli[ Ru SW b 
MISS J I LL WAOE 
72 MANOR HOS HICHLEY WOOD 
MISS MARGARBT BUCHER 
4153 REINACH Bl 
SWITZERLAND 
MISS MARI, C FOURNIER 
1 RUE OU VERT BUISSON 
MISS PATRICIA P. JOt1NSTON 
20 SHENSTUNE Oh F O BOX 9i 
JAMAICA WEST lN~IlS 
The Llndenwood Colleges 
Alumnl News Bulletln 
Editor: Dorothy Barklage 
Design: Glenda Partlow 
H&d FLC FU:. KOAO 
h.S bLCNSlOC TA.t,fl 
'I SHillOUW WQOOS CT 
PERKOWSKI, MARY ANN 
F O BOX 26•29 
CURTAZZO, ANN 
PONCE PUERTO RICO 00731 
TOKYO JAPAN 166 
KAl~A , FLAVIA 
JINJA UGANDA AFRICA 
R[PU&LIC OF PANAMA 
DOGAN, NUKhET 
ISTANBUL 1URI\EY 
SUNKEL, PAlRlCIA LYNN 





[SHER SURREY ENGLAND 
BUCHER, MARGARET 
STOCKAClCl!RSTRASSB 17 
FOURNIER, MARIE C 
MOISSY CRAMAYEL FR 77550 
JOHNSTON, PATRICIA R 
KINGSTON 6 
HK%U6(TON " O 630-.'4 
SPARTA NJ oun 
ST CHAALtS MO 6JJ01-
CLASS OF 1976 
CLASS OF 1972 
CLASS OF 1975 
CLASS -OF 1975 
CLASS OF 1973 
CLASS OF 1976 
CLASS OF 1976 
CLASS OF 1972 
CLASS OF 1976 
CLASS OF 19 41 
CLASS OF 1977 
'The Nominating Committee of the Lindenwood 
Alumnae Association would welcome any sugges· 
tions you might have as to possible nominees for 
three council members at large to setve 3-year 
terms to serve from May 1977 to May 1980. 
Please send name(s) to Mrs. Marcia Giske, Ch 
man, Nominations Committee, c o Alum 
fice, by March 31, 1977, to be voted upo 










µrganize 1977· with your Lindenwood • • • 
ar sept. l97ij tf)rol:lgf!: dee. 1977: 
Make the Lindenwood-1977 monthly appointment calendar your 
personal calendar for next year. Filled with pictures of the campus 
both old and new-it will become a "treasure" in years to come. 
Order .today--one for yourself and one for a Lindenwood friend. ' 
Send $2.50 with the form on page 9. 
Needlepoint your college crest! 
To honor the Sesquicentennial. the 
Council commissioned the needle-
point design of the Lindenwood Seol. 
Kit includes cd'nvas with taped 
edges, yellow· and white Poternoyon 
yarns, No. 20 heedles and instruction 
sheet. Finished size 13'' square. ond 
.suitable for framing or pillow. 
Moil order form on page 9. $25.00 
per k it plu s $1.SO for moiling. 
Add ress Correction Requested 
The Lindenwood Colleges 
St. Charles, Missouri 63301 
~@ 
ARE YOU MOVING? 
It now costs the College 25¢ for each issue 
which is returned becouse of an incorrect 




"Sleighs and Trays at Lindenwood" 
. .. a l_ovely print for your home. 
Find o spe.cial spot in your home for this charming, limited edition print 
by Mrs. Evelyn B. Spencer. A quality 9x 12"' reproduction of the original 
pen ond ink drawing suitable for framing. 3.00. 
(Proceeds to go to Sesquicentennial Fund). 
SECOND CLASS POST AGE PAID AT 
ST. CHARLES, MISSOURI 
MISS MARY.E. AMBLER 
929 ROBERT PL. 






Ses~ ic ntennial 
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Alumni News ~. 
Lindenwood is Still Singing 
Since the days when Mary and George Sibley , Lindenw~od s founders, brought the f i rs t p iano to M is-
sou·ri·s wild front ier, the souncl of singing hos f lowed unceasingly from campus generation to genera-
tion. 
This year, new -voices join that never-ending song. the Lindenwood Madrigals in their 16th centu ry 
costumes of velvet and brocade at The Colle~es· first " Elizabethan Holiday Feast." 
( token from the 1976 Christmas greeting of Dr. and Mrs. William C. Spencer) 
